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Zitierweise der Werke Schopenhauers

[1.] Die Normalzitierung der vom Philosophen selbst verotfcntlichten Werke
erfolgt im Schopenhauer-Jahrbuch (= Jahrb., Jb.) nach:
Arthur Schopenhauer. Sdmtliche Werke. Hrsg. v. Arthur Hubscher. 7 Bande.
4. Auf!. Mannheim: F. A. Brockhaus, 1988 (= Werke).

G Ueber die vierfache Wurzel des Sarzes vom
zureichenden Grunde, zweite Auflage 1847
(Werke I: Schriften zur Erkenntnislehre)

F Ueber das Sehn und die Farben
(Werke I: Schriften zur Erkenntnislehre)

W I Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung I (Werke II)

W II Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung II (Werke III)

N Ueber den Willen in derNatur (Werke IV [I])

E Die beiden Grundprobleme der Ethik
1.Ueber die Freiheit des menschlichen Willens
II. Ueber das Fundament der Moral (Werke IV [II])

P I Parerga und Paralipomena I (Werke V)

P II Parerga und Paralipomena II (Werke VI)

Diss Ueber die vierfache Wurzel des Satzes vom
zureichenden Grunde, Dissertation 1813 (Werke VII)

Liegen der Zitierung andere Ausgaben zugrunde, so wird dies eigens angegeben.
Dies kann in einer Fulinote oder durch eindeutige Kennzeichnung nach dem
Zitat erfolgen (z. B. La fur "Lohneysen", Lii fur .Lutkehaus", ZA fur "Zurcher
Ausgabe" usw.). Wird nicht die Ausgabe Arthur Hubschers verwendet, ist neben
der Seitenzahl die Angabe von Kapiteln bzw. Paragraphen angegeben.

In englischsprachigen Beitragen wird moglichst nach den Obersetzungen von
Eric F. J. Payne zitiert: The World as Will and Representation (= WWR), New
York 1966; Parerga and Paralipomena (= PP), Oxford 1974; Manuscript Remains
(= MSR), 4 vols, Oxford/New York 1988/9.
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Arthur Schopenhauer. Der HandschriftlicheNachlafl· Hrsg. v. Arthur Hub
scher. 5 Bande in 6. Frankfurt am Main: Verlag W. Kramer, 1966-1975.
Taschenausgabe (band- u. seitengleich) Munchen: dtv 1985 (= HN).

HNI

HNII

HN III

HN IV (1) =
HN IV (2)

HNV

[II.]

[IlL] GBr

[IV.] Gespr

[Y.] Bildn

Die fruhen Manuskripte 1804-818

Kritische Auseinandersetzungen 1809-1818

Berliner Manuskripte 1818-1830

Die Manuskripte der Jahre 1830-1852

Letzte Manuskripte/Graciins Handorakel

Arthur Schopenhauers Randschriften zu Buchern

Arthur Schopenhauer: Gesammelte Briefe.
Hrsg. v. Arthur Hubscher. - 2., verbesserte u. erganzte Auf!.

Bonn: Bouvier, 1987.

Arthur Schopenhauer: Gesprdche.
Hrsg. v. Arthur Hubscher. 2., stark erweiterte Auf!.

Stuttgart: Frommann, 1971.

Schopenhauer-Bildnisse.
Eine Ikonographie v. Arthur Hubscher.
Frankfurt a. M.: Kramer, 1986.
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Vorwort

Nach dem der Tagung Die Entdeckung des Unbewuflten gewidmeten Jahrbuch
des letzten Jahres Iiegt mit dem 87. Band wieder ein "normales" Schopenhauer
Jahrbuch vor. Dennoch sind Anderungen bei der Herausgeberschaft und der
Redaktion eingetreten, die sich aber nur unwesentlich in der Form niederschla
gen. Bereits im letzten Jahr harte sich Heinz Gerd Ingenkamp aus dem Heraus
gebergremium zuruckgezogen; da der letzte Band auch hinsichtlich der Heraus
geberschaft eine Sonderstellung hatte, kommt dies erst jetzt zur Sprache. Heinz
Gerd Ingenkamp war seit 1985 im Herausgebergremium. Wahrend seiner Amts
zeit als Prasident der Schopenhauer-Gesellschaft von 1992 bis 2000 harte er als
geschaftsfuhrender Herausgeber die Verantwortung fur das Jahrbuch. Nach der
Ubergangszeit hat er nun in gutem Einvernehmen mit den verbleibenden Her
ausgebern seine Mitwirkung beendet. Aus gesundheitlichen Grunden rnufste
Frau Dr. Ortrun Schulz die Redaktion abgeben, die sie seit 1993 innehatte. Fur
ihre langjahrige Mitarbeit, teils in finanziell schwierigen Zeiten, sei ihr an dieser
Stelle herzlich gedankt. Redaktion und Satz ubernimrnt nun Roland Ruffing, der
schon den letzten Band gestaltet hatte, Mit dem Wechsel sind einige typographi
sche Uberarbeitungen, etwa bei der Gestaltung der Uberschriften, verbunden.
Nach der Konzentration auf ein Thema im letzten Jahr enthalt der 87. Band
wieder Beitrage aus den unterschiedlichsten Gebieten der Schopenhauerfor
schung. Besonderes Augenmerk mochte ich auf die bisher noch nicht veroffent
lichten Aufzeichnungen Schopenhauers zu Indien richten. Die dazugehorende,
aber thematisch weit umfassendere Abhandlung von Drs App ist im Zusammen
hang mit dem deutsch-indischen KongreB Schopenhauerand India - A Dialogue
between India and Germany entstanden, der vom 22. bis 24. Februar 2005 von
der Indischen Sektion der Schopenhauer-Gesellschaft in Delhi veranstaltet wor
den war. Dem Korigref folgten zwei weitere Tagungen zu dem Thema an der
Schopenhauer-Forschungsstelle in Mainz nach: am 7. und 8. Juli 2005 Schopen
hauer und die Philosophien Asiens und am 26. und 27. Juni 2006 Schopenhauer
und Indien - Ein Beispiel interkultureller Einfluflforschung. Die groBe Zahl von
Vortragen, die dabei entstand, wurde den Rahmen des] ahrbuchs sprengen. Da
her wird es mindestens zwei Sarnmelbande zu dem Thema geben, tiber deren
Erscheinungsort und -zeit im Vorwort des kommenden J ahrbuchs zu berichten
sein wird, Auch auf die Erwerbung einer Handschrift Schopenhauers durch das
Schopenhauer-Archiv, uber die im vorliegenden Band berichtet wird, sci hier
hingewiesen. Am 28. Oktober 2005 wurde in Sao Paulo die Brasilianische Sekti
on der Schopenhauer-Gesellschaft gegrundet. Ein kurzer Bericht tiber das mit
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der Grundung verbundene III. Brasilianische Schopenhauer-Colloquium von der
Leiterin der Sektion ist unter der Rubrik Berichte zu finden.
Da wegen der Sonderstellung des letzten Jahrbuchs auf die Buchbesprechungen
verzichtet wurde, ist im vorliegenden Band der Rezensionsteil umfangreicher als
gewohnlich; das wird sich im nachsten Band wieder normalisieren.

Matthias Kofller
Ceschaftsfuhrender Herausgeber
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Schopenhauer's Initial Encounter
with Indian Thought

by Urs App (Kyoto)

Comparison vs. Historical inquiry: A Word about Method

Comparisons of Schopenhauer's thought with Indian philosophy may involve
ideas or movements that Schopenhauer was not at all acquainted with, for exam
ple Yogacara, or philosophies which he only knew through questionable or pos
sibly misleading sources, for example old Latin translations of the Upanishads or
of Vedanta texts. Comparisons of ideas can, but do not have to be, bound by
historical considerations; thus a comparison of, say, Schopenhauer's and Gan
dhi's attitude to animals, or of Schopenhauer's thought and 20th-century Indian
philosophy, would be perfectly in order.

However, such comparisons often involve claims about possible influence of
Indian thought on Schopenhauer. Max Hecker, one of the pioneers in the field
of "Schopenhauer and India" studies, claimed for example:

Schopenhauerian philosophy, which from the outset bore the seal of Indian spirit
on its front, was not directly influenced by it. [... J Only later on, when [Schopen
hauerJ acquainted himself with the fruits of Indian speculation, did he establish a
direct connection between Indian thought and his own. '

Unlike authors of other comparative studies, Hecker was quite open about his
agenda and way of proceeding: he had noticed a "remarkable inner kinship'"
between Schopenhauer and Indian thought and set out to demonstrate "only the
fundamental congruence'" which for him was a "fact" from the very outset."
Numerous Indologists have since attempted the exact opposite, namely, to
"prove" that their modern or post-modern understanding of Indian philosophy
is "correct" while Schopenhauer's is different and thus flawed and inadequate.

1
M. F. Hecker, Schopenhauerund die indischePhilosophie,Koln 1897: pp. 5-6. Unless otherwise

noted all translations from German, French, and Japanese into English are by the author.
2 .

Ibid., p. 8.
J _

Hecker's term is "fundarnentale Ubereinstimmung" (ibid., p. 253).
4

Ibid., p. 10. Hecker calls this a "Tatsache".
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An exotic but typical example is found In a recent Japanese book about
Schopenhauer and Indian philosophy:

If one investigates the matter thoroughly one finds that Schopenhauer's under
standing of Indian philosophy is for the most part not accurate. This is what I
prove in this book. He had no correct notion of the Upanishad's saying Tat Warn
asi. His interpretation of the Bhagavadgita and Sankhya-karika is wrong. He has
not grasped the meaning of Brahman."

In the present contribution I will conduct an inquiry that is fundamentally differ
ent from such comparative undertakings, and it is important to clearly mark the
difference. Schopenhauer's encounter with Indian thought is a historical sequence
of events; what we are after is thus historical evidence, not philosophical specula
tion. Many examples of voluntary or involuntary mix-up between these two ap
proaches prove how important it is to make a firm distinction between speculative
comparison and historical inquiry." Questions of encounter, acquaintance, or in
fluence ought to be historical inquiries, and any answers to such questions need to
be based on scientific evidence rather than speculation. This means, among other
things, that any argument which bases itself on a modern Upanishad translation or
a modern view of Indian religion unknown to Schopenhauer falls into the realm of
comparison. In the case of the Upanishads, for example, a historical inquiry ought
to rely on the Latin Oupnek'hat and, depending on the period in Schopenhauer's
life and topic, on other translations he was familiar with. It goes without saying
that Schopenhauer's own, richly annotated copy of the Oupnek'hat should be a
mainstay of such research. With regard to Buddhism, arguments to the effect that
Schopenhauer "only knew Buddhism in its degenerated form as it reigns in Nepal,
Tibet, and China'" reflect, besides being incorrect," a late 19th century view of

,
. YutakaYuda{Ji!dE~, Schopenbauii to Indo-tetsugaku '/ 'J --", 2/ r-; r:77 - C-12/ H'qCjt:(Schopen-
hauerandIndianPhilosophy),Kyoto:Koyo shoten361.f'.-r,s,1996:pp. 211-212.For anotherrecent
exampleseeJohannG. Gestering,"Schopenhauerund Indien", in:Schirmacher,Wolfgang,Ethik und
Vernunft· Schopenhauer in unserer Zeit, Wien:PassagenVerlag,1995:pp. 53-60.
6
The mostextremecasein recenttimesis DouglasBerger'sThe Veil of Maya: Scbopenhauer's System

theory of [alsiiication:the key to Scbopenhauer's appropriation of pre-systematic Indian philosophical
thought, Ann Arbor, Michigan:UMI DissertationServices,2000.This dissertationpurports to be a
study of Indianinfluenceson the genesisof Schopenhauer's systembut exhibitsignoranceof even
the mostbasichistoricalfactsandsourcesconcerningSchopenhauer's earlysourcesabout India.For
example,Bergerassertsthat in hisethnographynotes Schopenhauer"mentionsnothingaboutIndia"
(p.38)andignoresthat SchopenhauerborrowedDas Asiatische Magazin in 1813(p.39).
7

Max F. Hecker, Scbopenhauer und die indische Philosophie, Koln 1897,p. 14.This is one of the
endlesslyrepeatedfalsities;seefor examplethe strikinglysimilarverdictin Arthur Hubscher, Denker
gegen den Strom. Scbopenhauer: Gestern - Heute - Morgen, Bonn:BouvierVerlagHermannGrund
mann,1973,p. 50.
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Buddhism heavily influenced by European theology. They thus belong to the fas
cinating world of comparison and ought to be treated like the fictional counter
argument that the Indians knew Christianity not in its original Hebrew purity but
only in the degenerated Syrian, Roman Catholic, and Lutheran forms. The ques
tion is not what Schopenhauer should have known but what he actually did know.

It is thus only through historical inquiry that can we hope to find cogent an
swers to questions such as: Exactly when did Schopenhauer first encounter In
dian thought? From whom did he learn about it, and what sources did he consult?
What kind of Indian philosophy did he first discover? Many other questions of
interest, for example regarding the influence of this initial encounter, will barely
be touched at this time; here we must first try to nail down a number of basic
facts and to establish their historical sequence. We thus have to keep the eye
firmly on all the historical evidence that we can muster up. For a start let us
briefly examine Schopenhauer's earliest India-related notes.

Schopenhauer's India-Related Ethnography Notes from 1811

In the Winter semester of 1810/11 Prof. G. E. Schulze, Schopenhauer's first
professor of philosophy, remarked that South Sea islanders are enfeebled because
of their vegetarian diet in a warm climate. Schopenhauer wrote this down in his
notebook and added his question: "What about the Hindus?" He obviously
thought that Indians are not mentally or physically impaired because of their
particular diet. Had Schopenhauer read about India? In the G6ttingen universitr,
library records there is no indication that he had borrowed Asia-related books. o

At any rate, in the first decades of the 19th century German intellectuals had a
broad interest in India which was in part fueled, as we will see, by the romantic
search for origins. In 1811 Schopenhauer took a course by Prof. Heeren, a noted
authority in Germany's nascent field of Asia-related studies." His ethnography
course of 1811 covered the entire expanse of Asia, from Turkey and Arabia
through Persia, Inner Asia, India, Southeast Asia, China, Tibet, North Asia, and

8
SeeUrs App, "SchopenhauersBegegnungmit demBuddhismus",Schopenhauerjabrbuch 79, 1998:

pp.35-56.
9

Arthur Hubscher (ed.),Arthur Scbopenhauer: Der handschriftliche Nacblass in funf Bdnden, Mim-
chen: DeutscherTaschenbuchVerlag,1985,vol. 2: p. 14. In the followingreferredto by HN and
volumenumber.
M .

Urs App, "Notizcn Schopenhauerszu Ost-, Nord- und Sudostasien vom Somrnersernester 1811",
Schopenhauer-jahrbuch84,2003:p. 14(note6).
11

App, op. cit.,pp. 14-15.
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Th e seco n d co nsis ts of Sch op enh auer 's not es from H eer en 's de scription of the
Brahmin cast e:

12
See the list with page references to Schopenhauer's or iginal not ebook in App , op. cit. , pp . 17-1 8;

remarks on Pr of. H eeren and his special int erest in Ind ia on pp. 15-16 .
13

Schopenh auer Archiv, case III , p. 83 to p. 92.
I .

Scho penhauer Archiv, case III , p. 87. Th e left column is always my t ranscription of the still unpub-
lished Schopenhauer manuscript notes. It exactly replicates th e original spelling, abbreviatio ns, etc .
T he right colum n conta ins my English tr anslation . See the complete transcript ion and English trans
lation of these India-related notes in this numb er of th e Schopenhauer-Jahrbuch.
15

Ibid., p. 91.

Ko rea to j apan." Sch op enh au er 's at te ndance record and det ailed note s sugges t
th at h e harb ored a ce rtain int er est in such m att er s fro m th e tim e he began to
stu dy ph ilosoph y . But did he note down anythin g of int er est abo ut Indi an phi
losop hy an d religio n ?

Scho pe nha uer's 1811 ethnog raphy cours e n ot es rel at ed to Ind ia comp rise t en
den sely hand writt en pages." Alm ost all o f th e note s co nce rn th e geog raphy an d
hi sto ry of th e subcontinent and it s adja cent region s, and only a few p assages are
relevant for our th em e. Th e firs t is about th e holy city of Ben ar es:

Brahma, Krishn a and Vishnu are the 3 main
divinities; th ey are called Indi an tr inity and
are represent ed together in one picture.
< in margin> According to the pronoun
cement of some, Brahma is the creative,
Krishna the preserving, and Vishnu the
destroying principle. But it is not certain
that this is correctly conceived.

Th ere are four sacred books, the Vedams,
all in th e Sanskrit language; th ey have great
commentaries and further comm ent aries
on them, which is why the sacred literature
is very voluminous. Copies are in the Bri
tish Museum and were given only under
th e condit ion that th ey be boun d in silk,
never in cow hide.

Der heilgen Bucher, Wehdams, giebt es 4,
alle in der Sanskrit sprache, haben grolie
Komm ent are u. dieB wieder Komme ntare,
daher die heilige Literatur sehr voluminos
ist: Abschrif ten sind im Britt ischen Museo,
u. nur unt er der Bedingung gegeben , daB
sie nie in Kuhleder sondern nur in Seide

18
gebunden werden.

Brama, Krischrah u. Wischuh sind die 3
H aupt gotth eiten, heiBen Indi sche Dr eyei
nigkeit u. werden in einem Bilde vereint
dargestellt . < am Rand> N ach Aussage
Einiger ist Brama das Schaffende, Krishnah
das Erhaltende, u. Wischuh das zersto rende
Prinzip. D och ist es ungewif ob dies recht
aufgefaflr ist. 17

Our third passage co ncerns the th ree main divin iti es and Ind ia' s sac re d scrip 
tur es. Our rep rodu ction o f Scho pen hauer ' s hand writin g" shows the rem ark
about th e m ain d ivinities o n the first thr ee lin es w ith an addi t io nal rem ark in the
m arg in :

16
Schopenhauer Archiv case XXVII I, P- 92.

17
Ib id.

18 Ib id., p. 92. Many years later, in 1841, Schopen hauer adduced this silk binding of the Vedas in
contr astin g Ind ian feelings of compassion for animals wit h a lack of such com passion in C hristianity .

Th e subsequent fo urt h passage, also sho wn abo ve, is Sch op enh auer' s fir st kno wn
ref er enc e to th e Ve das :

Benares is the holy city of the Indian s
[and] contai ns the schools of the Brah
mins, the holy Sanskrit language is taught
and the sacred books explained; it is the
goal of pilgrimages in order to bathe one
self in the Ganges.

Th e first caste is that of the Brahmins ; all
religion and science is with them. They are
whiter, refrain from all animal food, and
are marked by a brown self-braided thr ead;
they must not marry into any other caste.
Among the Brahmins there are large grada
tions. Th eir activities are no t just cultural
but comprise all learning. Th ey are doctor s,
judges etc. Th e most respected caste is in
charge of the explication of the Vedas or
sacred books and und erstand s th e Sanskrit
language, though th ey must not teach it to
anyone from another caste.

Benares ist die heilige Stadt der Indu s
enthalt die Schulen der Braminen, die heili
ge Sanskr it Sprache wird gelehrt, u. die
heiligen Bucher erklart : es werden Wall
farthen hingethan urn im Ganges sich zu
baden. \4

Die erste Kaste ist die der Braminen, bey
ihnen ist aile Religion u. Wissenschaft. Sie
sind weiller, enthalten sich aller thierischen
Na hrung, zeichnen sich durch eine braune
selbstgeflochtene Schnur aus, durfen in kei
ne andre Kaste heyrathen. Bey den Brami
nen selbst sind groBeAbstufungen. Ihre Be
schaftigungen sind nicht allein der Kulrur
sondern aile Gelehrsamk [ei]t . Sie sind Aerz
te Richter U.S.w. Die angesehenste Klasse
hat die Erklarung der Vehdams od: heiligen
Bucher zum Geschaft u. versteht die Sansk
ritsprache die sie aber keinem aus einer
andern Kaste lehren durfen.

15
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The fifth note concerns religious practices:

Finally, the sixth relevant note is about Indian law and philosophy:

Die Rcligionsubungen sind graEtentheils
BuEungen, werden besonders von den
Fakirs getrieben."

Ihre Gesczbucher sind durch die Englander
bekannt. Ueber ihre Philosophie, die auch
spekulativ getrieben ist, finden man im
Spie~cl des Akmar die beste Nachricht.

20

Religious practices consist mostly of pe
nances; they are especially performed by
the fakirs.

Their books of law are known through the
English. About their philosophy, which is
also done speculatively, one finds the best
account in the Mirror of Akmar [Akbar].

ringen, konnte nicht zuruck und sah mich
genathigt mit meiner Abhandlung uber
den Satz vom Grunde in Jena zu promovi
reno Darauf brachte ich den Winter in
Weimar zu, wo ich Gothe's nahern Urn
gang genaE, der so vertraut wurde, wie es
ein Altersunterschied von 39 Jahren irgend
zuliels, und wohlthatig auf mich gewirkt
hat. Zugleich [uhrte, unaufgefordert, der
Orientalist Friedrich Majer mich in das
Indische Alterthum ein, welches von we
sentlichem Einfluf auf mich gewesen is!."

Unable to return, I was forced to get the
doctorate in Jena with my dissertation on
the principle of sufficient reason. Subse
quently I spent the winter in Weimar whe
re I enjoyed close association with Goethe,
which got as familiar as an age difference of
39 years could possibly allow it, and which
exerted a beneficial effect on me. At the
same time, the orientalist Friedrich Majer
introduced me, without solicitation, to
Indian antiquity, and this had an essential
influence on me.

These notes show that the ethnography course by Prof. Heeren concentrated on
geography, history, and commerce and - assuming that Schopenhauer's notes are
faithful - that Heeren furnished little information about Indian philosophy and
religion. The fact that Schopenhauer missed few lectures and took extensive
notes shows his keenness to know the world; and that he underlined certain
words indicates that he had some interest in Asian philosophy and religion.

21

Whatever its extent, such interest seems to have been poorly served in these
lectures. Heeren provided some references to sources, but neither Schopen
hauer's lecture notes nor his other notes from the period exhibit any trace of an
encounter with Asian thought. This encounter only happened after two more
years of study in Berlin (1811-13) and the redaction of the doctoral thesis in
Rudolstadt, when the young doctor of philosophy returned for half a year to his
mother's residence in Weimar.

One should note that in this statement there is no word of an introduction to
"Indian philosophy" or to the Oupnek'hat. Schopenhauer simply says that Majer
introduced him to "Indian antiquity".

However, tantalized by the sparseness of information, researchers soon be
gan to fantasize. Ludwig Alsdorf, for example, had a vision of young Schopen
hauer sitting for half a year at the feet of guru Majer:

Schopenhauer's first encounter with India leads us back to the beginning of our
path: it was a student and heir of Herder who introduced him to Indian antiquity:
the Romantic and Private University Instructor [Privatdozent] in Jena, Friedrich
Majer (1772-1818) who, though ignorant of Sanskrit like Herder, occupied him
self with India with more insistence than his mentor. From November 1813 to
May of 1814, Schopenhauer sat at Majer's feet in Weimar. In the following years,
while he wrote his major work The World as Will and Representation, the book
[Oupnek'hat] fell into his hands which he subsequently chose as his bible.

23

Schopenhauer's Account of his "Introduction to Indian Antiquity"

In a letter from the year 1851 Schopenhauer included the following information
about this 1813/14 winter in Weimar:

Preisschrift fiber die Grundlag« der Moral, first edition, §19; critical edition p. 241, Zurich edition
vol. 6, p. 281.
1Y

Ibid., P: 92. Emphasis by Schopenhauer.
20

Schopenhauer-Archiv, case III, p. 92. Emphasis by Schopenhauer.
21

Apart from two underlined island names, the underlined words in passages five and six are the only
nouns emphasized in this way by Schopenhauer on the entire ten pages of notes.

1813 bereitete ich mich zur Promotion in
Berlin vor, wurde aber durch den Krieg
verdrangt, befand mich im Herbst in Thu-

In 1813 I prepared myself for [Ph.D.]
promotion in Berlin, but displaced by the
war I found myself in autumn in Thuringia.

For Alsdorf, Schopenhauer's long Indian apprenticeship had nothing to do with
his discovery of the Oupnek'hat; he saw the discovery of this book as a chance
event which took place years after the six-month teach-in with guru Majer.

Rudolf Merkel, on the other hand, thought it likely that Majer had given
Schopenhauer the reference to A.-H. Anquetil-Duperron's famous Oupnek'hat
so that he could borrow it from the local library:

It is probable that following a suggestion by Majer, Schopenhauer borrowed An
quetil Duperron's Oupnek'hat on March 26 of 1814 from the Weimar library. He

22
Letter to Johann Eduard Erdmann of 9 April, 1851; Arthur Hubscher (ed.), Arthur Schopenhauer:

Gesammelte Brieje, Bonn: Bouvier, 1987: p. 261 (letter no. 251). Hereafter abbreviated as GBr.
23

Ludwig Alsdorf, Deutsch-Indische Geistesbeziehungen, Heidelberg: Kurt Vowinckel Verlag, 1942:
p.73.
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returned the book on M~r 18 because in the meantime he probably had taken pos
session of his own copy.-

We can infer that Merkel situated Majer's introduction shortly before March 26
of 1814, the date when Schopenhauer borrowed the Oupnek'hat. With the library
practically at his doorstep, Schopenhauer was not likely to wait for weeks or
months before following up on an interesting lead. However, Merkel's gues~.that

Schopenhauer had soon bought the Oupnek'hat is contradicted by evidence."
A similar dating of Majer's "introduction to Indian antiquity" and a similar

link of this introduction with the Oupnek'hat appears in the speculation by Ar

thur Hiibscher:

The Orientalist Friedrich Majer, a disciple of Herder, opened up for him the tea
chings of Indian antiquity, the philosophy of Vedanta, and the mysticism of the
Vedas. The reference to the Oupnek'hat, the Latin rendering of a Persian version
of the Upanishads which Schopenhauer already was reading in spring of 1814, is
likely to have come from Majer.26

Hubscher's portrayal contains two additional unproven assertions: 1. that Majer
introduced Schopenhauer to the philosophy of the Vedanta; and 2. that he did
the same for the mysticism of the Vedas.

For Hubscher's wife Angelika, her husband's "likely reference" by Majer to

the Oupnek'hat quickly congealed into a fact: "During his stay in Weimar during
the winter 1813/14 he met Majer in the circle around Goethe. Majer recom
mended the reading of the Oupnekhat to him."v Such seeming facticity was
destined to blossom, and to this day it regularly pops up in books and disserta

tions.
An author of a recent dissertation is not content with letting Majer supply

the reference to the Oupnek'hat but suggests that he introduced the young phi
losopher to its content: "Schopenhauer receives a reference to the Oupnekhat in
the winter of 1813/14 during his second stay in Weimar. It is the orientalist

24
Rudolf Merkel, "Schopenhauers Indien-Lehrer," Jahrbuch der Schopenhauer-Gesellschaft 32, 1945/

48: pp. 164-165.

25It is rather unlikely that Schopenhauer already owned a copy of the Oupnek'hat in May of 1814.
We know that he borrowed the two large volumes again in Dresden from June 8 to July 16; see Jacob
Muhlethaler, Die Mystik bei Schopenhauer, Berlin: Alexander Duncker Verlag, 1910, p. 68. Why
would he have done so if he already owned them? A more likely scenario is that Schopenhauer got
possession of his own set of the Oupnek'hat during the first Dresden summer (1814).

26 Arthur Hiibscher, Arthur Schopenhauer. Ein Lebensbild, Mannheim: Brockhaus, 1988: p. 68.
'7
. Angelika Hiibscher u. Michael Fleiter. Arthur Schopenhauer. Philosophie in Briejen, Frankfurt a. M.:

Insel Verlag, 1989: p. 200.
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Friedrich Majer who familiarizes him with this text.,,28 Another dissertation
even brings several translations of the Upanishads into play:

Majer, who wrote several essays and prefaces on Indian religion and literature as
well as a book entitled Brahma: Or! the Brahminical Religion of India in 1818, sug
gested to Schopenhauer that he read the most recent translations of the Upanisads

~ .
by Anquetil Duperron.

In fantasyland, Majer's simple "introduction to Indian antiquities" continues to

gain color and scope. In the eyes of Brian Magee, for example, Schopenhauer
learned not only of a book: it was "Friedrich Majer, the orientalist who intro
duced him to Hinduism and Buddhism.,,30 U. W. Meyer thinks that Friedrich
Majer familiarized Schopenhauer for the first time with the term maya3 ! and
asserts that "there is no doubt that Schopenhauer took over Majer's understand
ing of brahman.'2 Stephen Batchelor has Majer give Schopenhauer a copy of the
Oupnek'har" while Moira Nicholls dreams up an early date for Majer's "intro
duction" and is stingier in having Majer sell the Oupnek'hat to Schopenhauer:
"Schopenhauer first acquired a copy of the Oupnek'hat from the orientalist Frie
drich Majer in late 1813.,,34In fantasyland anything is possible, and dates can of
course also be freely manipulated. Thus Roger-Pol Droit can proclaim: "It is

28
Werner Scholz, Arthur Schopenhauer - ein Philosoph zwischen ioestlicher und ostlicberTradition,

Frankfurt/Bern: Peter Lang, 1996: pp. 20-21.
29

Berger, op. cit., p. 38. Berger does not specify what other translations Majer might have had in
mind. But Berger's consistent mistaken reference to the title of the Oupnek'hat ("Secretum Legen
dum" instead of Duperron's "Secretum Tegendum") is an interesting slip because, thanks to Dara
Shakoh and Duperron, the Oupnek'hat had indeed become a "secret to be read" (Iegendum) rather
than one that one should "keep silent about" (tegendum)! I could not yet consult the book version
where such mistakes might be corrected: Douglas Berger, The Veil of Maya: Scbopenhauer's System
and Early Indian Thought, Binghampton, NY: Global Academic Publications, 2004.
30

Brian Magee, The Philosophy of Schopenhauer, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 21997: 14.
31

Urs Walter Meyer, Europaische Rezeption indischer Philosophie und Religion, Bern: Peter Lang,
1994: p. 149.
32

Ibid., p. 250 (note 87).
33

Stephen Batchelor, The Awakening of the West: The Encounter of Buddhism and Western Cul-
ture, Berkeley: Parallax Press, 1994: p. 255.
34

Moira Nicholls, "The Influences of Eastern Thought on Schopenhauer's Doctrine of the Thing-in-
Itself", in: janaway, Christopher, The Cambridge Companion to Schopenbauer, Cambridge/New
York: Cambridge University Press, 1999: p. 178. Nicholls refers to Hubscher for this interesting bit
of disinformation (The Philosophy of Schopenhauer and Its Intellectual Context: Thinker Against the
Tide, Lewiston: Edwin Mellen Press, 1989: pp. 65-66). See note 26 for the the early ownership issue;
in Nicholls' case not even Schopenhauer's first borrowing from the Weimar library would make
sense. People who own books usually do not borrow the same, and to do so twice in a row would be
strange indeed.
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known that Friedrich Maier [sic], since 1811, made Schopenhauer discover the
Oupnek'hat".35 Frederic Lenoir adds some more drama to this totally unsup
ported assertion by proclaiming that "in 1811" Schopenhauer "was seized by the
O k'h ,, )6upne at.
Whatever such creative authors happen to imagine: Schopenhauer unambigu
ously stated that Majer introduced him to "Indian antiquity", no more and no
less; and his letter leaves no doubt that this introduction took place "simultane
ously" with his Goethe visits during the "winter in Weimar", i. e. during the
winter months of 1813/14. But luckily we do not have to leave it at that because
we have additional sources at our disposal.

Goethe and Julius Klaproth

As we have seen, in Schopenhauer's recollection the two major events of the
Weimar winter were his meetings with Goethe and Majer's "introduction to
Indian antiquity". Goethe's activities during this time are so well documented
that we can establish a timeline of his meetings with Schopenhauer; for Majer's
"introduction", on the other hand, we must draw conclusions based on infer
ences from various sources.

After presenting his dissertation to the University of Jena near Weimar at the
end of September of 1813, Schopenhauer stayed for an additional month in Ru
dolstadt. During this month he received his Ph. D. diploma." and had 500 copies
of the dissertation printed. At the beginning of November Schopenhauer mailed
his book to various people including Goethe.

38
Schopenhauer had already known

the famous writer and statesman for several years, and Goethe had remarked the
son of the hostess during gatherings at Mrs. Schopenhauer's residence; but the
two had never actually spoken to each other. 19 However, before Schopenhauer
had left for Gottingen in 1809

40
and Berlin in 1811,41Goethe had graciously

agreed to write recommendation letters for the young student.

35
Roger-Pol Droit, "Une statuette tibetaine sur la chcmince", in: Droit, Roger-Pol, Presences de

Schopenhauer, Paris: Grasset, 1989: p. 203.
36

Frederic Lenoir, La rencontre du Bouddhisme et de l'occidcnt, Paris: Fayard, 1999.
37

Gesammelte Briefe GBr 5-6, No. 11 (letter to Heinrich Karl Abraham Eichstadt, written in Rudol-
stadt on October 5, 1813.
)8

GBr 6, No. 13. Goethe mentions the book for the first time on November 4, 1813; see Robert
Steiger, Goethes Leben von Tag zu Tag. Band V: 1807-1813, Zurich/Munchen: Artemis Verlag, 1988,
p.756.
.19

GBr 53, No. 56; see also p. 655.
40

See Steiger, op. cit., p. 353.
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A week after receiving Schopenhauer's dissertation, Goethe for the first time
mentioned it to a visitor on November 11 of 1813.

42
On that very day Goethe

received the visit of another young man of particular interest to our topic: Julius
Klaproth (1783_1835),43a renowned and ambitious orientalist with whose chem
ist father Schopenhauer had studied in Berlin.

44
Klaproth had first visited Wei

mar eleven years earlier, in the autumn of 1802, to examine exotic texts from the
library of Buttner and to help Goethe with cataloguing orientalia. At that time
Klaproth had managed to win Weimar resident Friedrich Majer as a major con
tributor to a two-volume collection of articles on Asia. This collection, edited by
the 19-year-old Klaproth and published at the local Industrie-Comptoir under
the title Das Asiatische Magazin,45 is of particular interest because, as we will see,
it became the first known Asia-related source which Schopenhauer borrowed
from a library.

Since November of 1813 Klaproth was thus once again 46 in Weimar for close
to two months; 47 this time he was busy finishing up the manuscript and arrang
ing for the publication of his second exploration voyage report." Ever curious,
Goethe wanted to hear about this expedition to the Caucasus in detail and also
took the occasion to question the orientalist about a Chinese painting set."

41
GBr 7, No. 14.

42
Six days after receiving the dissertation, Goethe spoke about it to Riemer. See Steiger, op. cit.,

p.758.
4)

See the list of biographical sources in Martin Gimm, "Zu Klaproths erstem Katalog chinesischer
Bucher, Weimar 1804 - oder: Julius Klaproth als 'studenrische Hilfskraft' bei Goethe? -", in: Helwig
Schmidt-Glintzer, Das andere China: Festschrift fur Wolfgang Bauer zum 65. Geburtstag, Wiesbaden:
Harassowitz, 1995: p. 559 ff.
44

Klaproth's father, Martin-Heinrich Klaproth, was professor of chemistry in Berlin and is known
for his discovery of uranium.
45

The second volume calls the publisher "Landes-Industrie-Comptoir". More information in Gimm,
op. cit., p. 568.
4.

See Gimm, op. cit., pp. 574 & 582 for further visits in November of 1803 and April of 1804.
47

Gimm (op. cit, p. 567) overlooked that in 1813 an earlier meeting of Klaproth and Goethe took
place in Dresden, not in Weimar; thus there is no evidence for an August visit to Weimar by Klap
roth. This time, Klaproth left town after his new-year visit to Goethe; the problem Gimm (op. cit.:
p. 581-582) had with the initials "H.R." Klaproth in the record of Goethe's son August is easily
solved: it was indeed Julius Klaproth, and H.R. stands for Klaproth's title "Hofrat" (court coun
selor).
48

Geographisch-historische Beschreibung des iistlichen Kaukasus, zwischen den Flussen Terek, Aragwi,
Kur und dem Kaspischen Meere. According to Gimm, op. cit., p. 569 the introduction to this book is
dated "Weimar d. 22. Dec. 1813".
49

Steiger, op. cit., p. 758.
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Schopenbauerand Goethe

Schopenhauer's first visit to Goethe's house took place .on November 23 of
1813, and Goethe was favorably impressed by the young philosopher:

So it came that Goethe invited Schopenhauer to a series of intensive discussions
and demonstrations of his theory of colors at his Weimar residence. On No
vember 29 they held the first meeting which lasted the entire evening. 51 Further

52 f 53 54
meetings a\~ documen~ed for Decerr;,ber 18, January 8 0 1814, January. 1.3,
January 26, March 2, and April 3. On May 15 of 1814 Schopenhauer VISIted
Goethe in Berka to say good-bye before leaving for Dresden where he was to
write his major work, Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung.

Let us now return to the beginning of December of 1813, i.e. the days just af
ter the first study meeting of the aged writer with the young philosopher. Two
days after that first evening-lon?s meeting with Schope?hauer,. Klaproth ~isited
Goethe once more at his home. December was a SOCiallyactive season In the

50 LetterbyGoetheto Knebelof November24,1813; Steiger,op.cit.,p. 756.

51 Goethe's diaryfeaturesonly one entry for this evening:"AbendsDoktor Schopenhauer"[in the
eveningDr SchopenhauerJ.Steiger,op. cit.,p. 766.
52 •

Steiger,op. CIt.,p. 771.

53 RobertSteigerandAngelikaReimann,Goethes Leben von Tagzu Tag. Vol. VI: 1814--1820, Ziirich/
Munchen: ArtemisVerlag,1993, p. 20.

54 Steiger& Reimann,op. cit.,p. 22. SeealsoGBr9, No. 18. Sinceother visitors(WolffandRiemer)
stayedfor dinnerseheintthis meetingseemsnot to havebeenexclusivelydedicatedto discussionof
Goethe'scolortheory.
II Steiger& Reimann,op. cit.,p. 28. SinceGoethe'sdiaryfeaturesno other entriesit is possiblethat
Schopenhauerspentthe entireafternoonandeveningwith Goethe.

16 Steiger& Reimann,op. cit.,p 43. No othervisitoris recordedfor this evening.

S? Steiger& Reimann,op. cit., p. 52. This meetingtook placeon Palm Sundayafternoonand was
followedbyvisitsof otherpeople.
58 .

Steiger,op. cit., p. 767.

Der Junge Schopenhauer hat sich mir als
einen merkwurdigen und interessanten
Mann dargestellt. [... ] ist mit einem gewis
sen scharfsinnigen Eigensinn beschaftigt
ein Paroli und Sixleva in das Kartenspiel
unserer neuen Philosophie zu bringen. Man
muf abwarten, ob ihn die Herren vom
Metier in ihrer Gilde passiren lassen; ich
finde ihn geistreich und das Ubrige lasse
ich dahin gestellt.>D

The young Schopenhauer has presented
himself to me as a memorable and inte
resting man. [... ] With a certain astute
obstinacy he is engaged in raising the sta
kes three- or sixfold in the card game of
modern philosophy. It is to be seen
whether the people of his profession will let
him pass in their guild; I find him intelli
gent and do not worry about the rest.

small town, and Goethe not only received many visitors at home but also par
ticipated at social gatherings elsewhere. The house of Schopenhauer's mother
where the young man lodged was a hub of social activity. In the evening of De
cember 3, for example, Mrs. Schopenhauer held a party at her residence. Goethe
spent the whole evening until after midnight at this party, and it is quite possible
that Julius Klaproth, the well-known son of a professor of Schopenhauer and
acquaintance of Goethe, was also among the invited guests. We do know, at any
rate, that on the very next day, December 4, Dr Schopenhauer went to the li
brary and borrowed, along with Newton's Opticks (which he certainly needed
for his studies with Goethe), a book which is very different from the philosophi
cal and scientific works that he usually sought: the two-volume Das Asiatische
Magazin whose editor, as we have seen, was none other than Julius Klaproth.

Another possible participant in the gathering was Friedrich Majer who during
this period was again living in Weimar; we know that two days after the
Schopenhauer party he had lunch with Coethe." It is impossible to say with any
certainty who gave Schopenhauer the reference to Das Asiatische Magazin; since
both Majer and Klaproth had many contributions in this work we can guess that
one or the other talked to Schopenhauer about it, possibly at the party, and that
Schopenhauer went to borrow it the following day; but in such a small town
there were certainly also many other occasions to meet either man, and Goethe
cannot be excluded either because he showed a pronounced interest in Asian
matters during this period.

The Weimar Library Recordsfrom Fall of 1813 to Spring of 1814

During my 1997 Weimar visit the lending register of the ducal (now Anna
Amalia) library was still extant. It had been perused by several earlier research
ers; Mockrauer, for example, had examined it before 1928 and reported:

The register of the former Duchy library of Weimar shows that Schopenhauer
during that winter borrowed the 'Asiatische Magazin', edited by Beck, Hansel and
Baumgartner, vol. 1 - 3, 1806-1807, for four months; the 'Mythology of the Hin
dous' by Mrs de Polier, A. 1-2, 1809, for three months, and finally shortly before
the end of his Weimar stay and the move to Dresden from March 26 to May 18,
1814 the Oupnek'hat. It is possible that Majer also provided him with appropriate
literature. 60

59
Steiger,op. cit.,p. 768.

60
Franz Moekrauer,"Schopenhauerund Indien", Jahrbuch der Schopenhauer-Gesellschaft15, 1928:

p.4-5.
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Schopenhauer had indeed checked out Das Asiatische Magazin, but both the 1813
page and the 1814 page of the library record unmistakably say "2 Bde." (2 vol
umes), and Schopenhauer's excerpts and references leave no doubt that what he
borrowed was the two-volume set of Das Asiatische Magazin edited by Klaproth
in 1802. This shows once more the importance of careful inspection of primary
source materials. Since no transcription of this library record has been published
to date I include here a draft transcription with some annotation and comments
related to Klaproth, Majer, and to Schopenhauer's study meetings with Goethe.

61

Book title as given in Checkout Return Comments

Weimar Library Record

Platonis Opera Vol. V et VI
~,ft,.,*,,~

1813/06/26 Summer to fall 1813lIm~t"J uU/

Edit. Bipont. period: Books for

writing doctoral

dissertation

Kants Kritik der reinen Ver- 1813/06/10 1813/07/21

nunft

-- Urtheilskraft 1813/06/10 1813/07/21

__ Prolegomena zur 1813/06/10 1813/07/21

Metaphysik

Euklides xxxxx Buch der 1813/06/10 1813/07/21

Elemente

Cartesii principia philoso- 1813/06/10 1813/07/21

phiae

Schellings System des trans- 1813/06/15 1813/07/28
zendentalen Idealismus

Platonis Opera. Vol. X. Ed. 1813/06/15 1813/07/28

Bipont.

Ab. Burja Grxxxxx XXX xx 1813/06/15 1813/07/21

Reimarus xxxx xxxxx x.al. 1813/06/28 1813/07/21

61 The book titles in the left column reproduce the entry in the library record; mistaken spellings
(such as "apokriph" instead of "apokryph", "Ouphnekat" instead of "Oupnekhat", "Dupperon"
instead of "Duperron", etc.) are also reproduced exactly as they appear in the original. Illegible words
arc reproduced as a series of x; their number approximately corresponds to the number of illegible
letters. The titles and dates of check-out and return are given as they appear under "Schopenhauer" in
the Weimar library Ausleihbuchfor the years 1813 and 1814. The comments in the fourth column are
of course by me.
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Kiesewetters Logik 1813/06/28 1813/07/21

Platonis Opera T. 7 1813/06/28 1813/07/21

Leibnitii Opera T. II 4to 1813/06/28 1813/07/21

Eichhorn's Einleitung in die 1813/07/29 1813/11/20
Apokriph. Bucher des A.T.

Reinhold Theorie des Vorstel- 1813/07/29 1813/11/20
lungs- Vermogens

-- Erklarung darubcr 1813/07/29 1813/11/20

Platonis Opera D. Bip. Vol. 1813/07/29 1813/11/20
VII

Kants Kritik der rein. Ver- 1813/07/29 1813/11/20
nunft

-- U rteilskraft 1813/07/29 1813/11/20

Essays moral. 8° Cc. 4, 135 1813/08/25 1813/11/20

Aristotelis Opera. Vol. 1. Ano 1813/09/01 1813/11/20
Allobr. 1607 8°

Wolfii Ontologia 15, xx xxxx 1813/09/09 1813/11/20

Kiesewetters Logik 1813/09/09 1813/11/20

Schellings System des trans- 1813/09/09 1813/11/20 Nov. 20, 1813: Last
zendentalen Idealismus borrowed book re-

lated to dissertation

returned

Nov. 11: Goethe

writes in letter about

Schopenhauer's dis-

serration; receives

visit by Julius Kla-

proth

Essays moral. 8° Co. 4: 134 1813/11/20 1814/03/20 Beginning of 'Winter

1813/14 period

Wolfii Iliados pars posterior 1813/11/20

Paulus Cornmentar. N. T. 1813/11/20 1814/02/04
III"Jg

Cumberlands Plays T. I . II. 1813/11/20 1814/03/23
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Nov. 27: Goethe Oken Ueber Licht & Warme 1814/01/16 1814/02/09
writes that Klaproth Naturxxxx xxxx 1814/01/16 1814/03/02
is in Weimar (Nov.

Mitfort Hist. de la Grece, T. I. 1814/01/26 1814/05/18 Jan. 26: Fifth Goethe1813 - Jan. 1814)
II study meeting

Nov. 29: First study
meeting of Schopen- Spittlers Grundr der Chr. 1814/02/02 1814/02/05

hauer with Goethe Kirche 3 Bde.

TaGo Opera T. 9. 10. 1814/02/05 1814/03/02Dec. 1: Klaproth
visits Goethe Steffens Naturgesch. der Erde 1814/02/09 1814/03/16

Dec. 3: Goethe Runge's Farbenkugel 1814/02/09 1814/03/02

spends the whole Eichhorns Gesch. d. Litter. 1. 1814/02/09 1814/03/02 Mar. 2: Sixth Goethe
evening until after &2. Bd, study meeting
midnight in Mrs.

Harper tiber die Ursache des 1814/03/11 1814/03/16
Schopenhauer's salon

Wahnsinns
AsiatischesMagazin, Walchs Concordien-buch 1814/03/16 1814/05/18

1730

Bacon moral essays 1814/03/23 1814/05/18

Wolfii Iliados p. II 1814/03/23 1814/05/18
Newton's Optick. 1813/12/04 1814/03/02

Dec. 5: Friedrich
Majer has lunch at
Goethe's house

1814/02/02Paulus Comment. NT T. IV 1813/12/15

Zusatzc 1813/12/15 1814/02/02

Kritik 1813/12/15 1814/02/02

Comment. N.T. 1 2 3" 1813/12/18 1814/02/02 Dec. 18: 2nd Goethe

Jge study meeting
Platonis Opera Vo!. X 1814/03/30 1814/04/03 Apr. 3: Seventh and

New Year 1814: last study meeting
Klaproth's farewell with Goethe
visit to Goethe

Oken tiber das Universum 1814/04/30 1814/05/04
Jan. 8, 1814: 3rd

__ naturl. System der Erze 1814/04/30 1814/05/04
Goethe study meet-

__ tiber die Bedeutung der 1814/04/30 1814/05/04mg;

Jan. 13: 4th Goethe
Schadelknochen

study meeting May 15: Farewell visit
to Goethe

Voigts Magazin der Naturk, 1 1814/02/04

. 11 u. 12" Jge
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Books borrowed in the first (summer/fall of 1813) period are directly related to
the redaction of Schopenhauer's dissertation, and from December onward several
books show a clear connection to the study meetings and discussions with Goethe.
In Schopenhauer's Manuscript Remains, various remarks, quotes, and themes can
be traced to specific books in the above list; but here we are exclusively concerned
with the three Asia-related works highlighted in the table by double enclosure
lines. It is striking that after taking home Das Asiatische Magazin on December 4
of 1813, almost four months passed before he borrowed the next books related to
Asia, Polier's Mythologie des Indous 62and the famous Oupnele'bas:" Of course we
cannot exclude that Schopenhauer also borrowed Asia-related books from Weimar
residents like Goethe or Majer; but so far there is no evidence for this.

Majer's Introduction of Schopenhauer to Indian Antiquities

An unmistakable sign of Indian influence in the Manuscript Remains is the ex
pression "Maja der Indier" in section 189:

4
Just before, in section 187, there is a

precise reference to a book of the Iliad which Schopenhauer had borrowed on
March 23, i.e. three days before Polier and the Oupnek'hat. It would thus appear
that the section with "Maja der Indier" was written around the end of March of
1814 when Schopenhauer had borrowed these two books.

In view of Schopenhauer's library record we are now faced with the question:
when did Majer's famous "introduction to Indian antiquity" actually take place?
Assuming that such an introduction would trigger at least some reading activity,
one would point either to early December of 1813, i. e. before Schopenhauer
borrowed Das Asiatische Magazin, or to late March of 1814 (before he checked
out Polier's Mythologie and the Oupnek'hat). The additional assumption that an
introduction which had - according to Schopenhauer - an "essential impact" on
him would produce some unmistakable trace in the Manuscript Remains leaves us
only with March of 1814. It would indeed be strange if Schopenhauer had re
ceived such a stimulating introduction in December and refrained from reading
up on the matter or writing about it for almost four months. We may thus hy
pothesize that Schopenhauer got the reference to Das Asiatische Magazin around
the beginning of December of 1813 and that Majer's "unsolicited introduction to
Indian antiquity" took place in March of 1814. This scenario would imply that
what incited Schopenhauer to borrow Polier and the Oupnek'hat in late March
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was Majer's "introduction". Is there any supporting evidence for this? What was
the content of Majer's "introduction"? Why did Schopenhauer specify that it
was an introduction to "Indian antiquity" rather than, say, "Indian philosophy"
or "Indian religion"?

Answers to some of these questions can be found in the preface and first part
of Majer's Brahma or the Religion of the Indians as Brahmanism.

6
; This book was

published in 1818, shortly before Majer's death. It is the culminating point of a
typically romantic quest for mankind's original religion, the Urreligion (primeval
religion). In this Majer rightly saw himself as an heir to Herder, the man who
had written the laudatory preface to Majer's Historical Investigations on the Cul
tural History of the Peoples." In a string of books from the early 1770s to the
completion in 1791 of his magnum opus entitled Ideas on the Philosophy of the
History of Mankind, 67Herder had sought to trace the source of all religion and
culture, and in this realm of prehistory myth was a guiding light. Seeing the Old
Testament as just one local expression of a common Urreligion, Herder's search
led via Persia ever closer to mankind's ultimate birthplace v..in the Caucasus
perhaps, or in Kashmir?6" On the way east, ancient texts such as the Zend Aves
ta

69
appeared to him as additional Old Testaments. But where was the oldest of

them all to be found, that elusive Urtext of the Urreligion? Herder could not yet
find it; but his pu~il Friedrich Majer, who for a time had free access to Herder's
house in Weimar, was luckier.

From a time "when in Germany almost nobody other than Herder and Kleu
ker spoke in public about India", Majer thought that "in India, more than any
where else, all development and education of mankind had its source in relig
ion"." He sought to document this Urreligion in various publications including
"Klaproths Asiatic Magazine and [oo.]in the entries on India in the Mythological
Lexicon,,72 and planned a magnum opus which, "on the model of Herder's Ideas
on the Philosophy of the History of Mankind", was supposed to develop "on the
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basis of the oldest history of India" a "history of the universe, our solar system,
the earth, and mankind".'] For this purpose Majer collected a "considerable
amount of materials on the history and antiquity of India", but for various rea
sons he never got around to realize this grandiose plan. For us, however, even
the plan is of great interest since we are looking for hints regarding the content
of Majer's "introduction to Indian antiquity".

Around 1811-1813, Majer was still pursuing his dream, but now it had taken
the form of a series of "mythological pocketbooks" in which he wanted to trace
"the history of all religions", beginning with "the aborigines of America"." Al
most a century before Majer, the Jesuit missionary Pere Lafitau had already at
tempted a similar feat in a four-volume work, but at that time the origin of all
things was firmly set in the Middle East of the Old Testament, and the American
Indians had to get their Urreligion from Jerusalem and Greece by way of
China.'s For Majer, on the other hand, everything began in India.

For Majer, even Mexican and Peruvian kings had "received the first light-rays of
a revelation" from India. These light-rays had "appeared thousands of years ear
lier on the old continent, on the shores of the Jamuna and Ganga". Thus culture
had made its way from ancient India to the Americas "in all its splendor" and in
due course enlightened "an entire society"."

The Indian primeval revelation was thus mankind's original religion and the
source of all culture which Herder had so passionately sought but had failed to
precisely locate. According to Majer, "Roger, Baldaeus, la Croze, Sonnerat, Pau
linus, Kleuker, Polier etc." had all sought to portray it. But unfortunately all of
these previous authors writing about India had done so in confused ways;"
above all else, they had failed to properly distinguish between India's pure, an
cient creed - "the religion of Brahma" - and its degenerate successors which are
"Shivaism, Vishnuism, and Buddhism".79 It was Majer's plan to write a tome on
each of these four religions and present the whole as a kind of blueprint for the
universal history of mankind; but he lost a tragic struggle against adverse cir
cumstances and a debilitating illness and barely managed to finish the first vol
ume. But as this testament, the volume on the "religion of Brahma", presents the
foundation of Majer's whole edifice it is quite sufficient for us to get an idea of
his whole project. Everything rests on this original revelation, the oldest and
purest form of religion; and just this religion forms the core of Majer's "Indian
antiquity". Could it be that traces of this golden age had by chance survived in
written form - a message in a bottle from the dawn of time, the oldest testament
of them all?

Von den Brahmanen, welche in diesem
Lande gebohren sind, sollen alle Menschen
auf der Erde ihre verschiedenen Gebriiuche
lernen, Und eben hier liegen jene Gegenden
Indiens, von deren zauberischen Reizen
seine Dichter in allen Jahrhunderten mit der
grofhen Begeisterung gesungen haben; jene
Blumenthaler von Agra; jene im Abglanz
eines ewigen klarcn Himme!s und der reins
ten Sonne sich spiegelnden Gefilde von
Matura; jene von der ]amuna blauen Wellen
umwundenen Haine Vrindavans, wo die
sanften Lufte von Malaya's Hugeln die
weichen Bluthen der Gewiirzpflanzen also
muthwillig umspie!en, dall von ihren reichen
Wohlgeriichen selbst die Herzen frommer
Einsiedler verfuhrt werden, wo die Baume
erklingen mit den me!odischen torten der
Nachtigallen und dem Gesumme der Honig
bereitenden Schwarme, Es wird begreiflich,
wie von den wunderbaren Stirnmen, welche
aus dieser paradiesischen Natur zu den

From the Brahmans, born in this land, the
peoples all over the world were destined
to learn their various customs. And just in
this land were those regions of India
besung by its poets throughout the centu
ries in highest ecstasy; those flower val
leys of Agra; those blessed realms of Ma
tura mirroring an eternally clear sky and
the purest sun; those meadows of Vrinda
van encircled by the blue waves of the
]amuna, where the mild breezes from the
hills of Malaya caress the soft blossoms of
spice plants so playfully that even the
hearts of devout hermits get seduced by
their rich perfumes; where the trees re
sound with the melodious tunes of nigh
tingales and the humming of honeybees.

These wonderful voices speaking from
paradisiacal nature to the hearts of the
first human inhabitants in whose breasts a

Herzen ihrer ersten menschlichen Bewoh
ner sprachen, in deren Brust ein noch reines,
unverstimmtes Saitenspiel ertonte, jenes
[ruhe gottliche Aufflammen des menschli
chen Geistes veranlalit werden konnte,
durch dessen spaterhin nach allen Richtun
gen uber die Erde verbreitete Lichtstrahlen
alles hohere Leben, Weben und Daseyn der
Menschheit hervorgerufen wurde. 76

still pure, unaltered harmony reverberated
- does it not become apparent how that
early, divine flare of the human spirit
could thus originate, that light through
whose rays later all higher life in all direc
tions, the entire life and activity and exis
tence of mankind, took its origin?
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The Oupnek'hat and Potier Recommendations

According to Majer, mankind's oldest testament had indeed survived, and its
name is Oupnek'hat. Thanks to the indefatigable efforts of "that old praisewor
thy India sailor Anquetil du Perron, the man who had also made resound among
us Ormuzd's word of life to Zoroaster.T" the Oupnek'hat had been brought to
European shores and been translated into Latin. In the Brahma preface Majer
retells in detail the story of Anquetil-Duperrori's Oupnek'hat and defends its
authenticity against critics. Majer acknowledges that the Latin translation from
the Persian represents only "a mediated source" but emphasizes that it unques
tionably is "a rich collection of genuine Veda-Upanishads" which ought to "oc
cupy the first place among all sources for Indian history of religion and science
of antiquity [Alterthumskunde] as long as we do not receive a direct translation
of the Sanskrit original". 81

Of course Majer was not exactly a prophet in the desert. He was only one
figure among a whole group of German mythologists and symbologists who
wanted, in the wake of Herder, to take advantage of this oldest testament of
mankind to explain the entire course of early human history. Kanne, Creuzer,
and Gorres had received the same message from the dawn of humanity; after the
publication of the Latin Oupnek'hat in 1802, this famous trio was busily con
structing architectures of the history of mankind that were based on this fossil,
the world's oldest text. The Oupnek'hat thus appeared as an imprint of the
mother of all religions able to firmly anchor all ancient human culture and relig
ion in mythical India. On this line Gorres wrote in 1809:

From this [...Jwe conclude that in the Upnek'hat we really possess the System of
the ancient Vedams; that the entire Asian mythology rests on it; that [Asian my
thology] can exclusivelybe grasped in this common mother system; and that the
book itself is thus of infinite importance for the religious and philosophical his
tory of the Orient until the Vedams themselves, from which it issued become ac-

81 '

cessible to us. -

I will discuss the fascinating Franco-German Oupnek'hat tradition and its won
drous blossoms in a forthcoming monograph; in the present context it is suffi
cient to see 1. what "Indian antiquity" signified for Majer, and 2. that the Oup-
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~e~'hat formed its main pillar." On the basis of the information presented above
It IS reasonable for us to conclude that Majer is a good candidate for the Oup
nek'hat recommendation to Schopenhauer.

But what about the second book which Schopenhauer borrowed on March 26
of 1814, the M.ytho!ogiedes Indous by the Swiss Colonel de Polier? Had Majer
not named Polier among a bunch of authors guilty of having presented a "totally
confused picture" of Indian mythology and religion? R4 Yes, of course he had; but
there is another, quite compelling reason why Schopenhauer could have taken
enough interest in Polier's Mythologie des Indous to borrow it along with the
Oupnek'hat.

Research on the Oupnek'hat is still in its infancy; this is also true with regard
to Schopenhauer whose copious scribblings in the margins are not yet docu
mented let alone analyzed. Since so few specialists have taken the trouble to
actually examine these marvelous tomes it is not surprising that even prominent
~eatures. have so far received scant attention: Anquetil-Duperron's copious and
mterestmg annotat~on,. fo~ example, and his appended explanations and parerga.
Some of the most mtngumg pages, and the most pertinent ones in the present
context, form the "Parergon De Kantismo" in the first volume (pp. 711-724) of
the Oupnek'hat. These seminal reflections on the link between Kantian and In
dian philosophy influenced Madame la Chanoinesse de Polier, who in the com
ments included in her murdered cousin's Mytho!ogie des Indous (whose editor
~he was), also "wanted the Oupnek'hat to be compared with the metaphysical
Ideas of Kant".85 Can we not imagine that Schopenhauer, steeped in Kant's ideas,
would dart to the library at the mere mention of a philosophical connection
between the ancient Vedas and Kant's philosophy? But this would presuppose
that Schopenhaue~ already had a pronounced interest in Indian thought. It is
true that. such an interest could have been the result of Majer's "introduction",
but we Simply have no way of proving this. What we do know is that Schopen
hauer b.orrow~d these two books on March 26 of 1814 and that the Oupnek'hat
almost Immediately exerted such an influence on the genesis of his philosophical
system that Schopenhauer soon mentioned it ahead of Kant and Plato,"6 leading
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Hubscher to whine: "He should have mentioned Plato and Kant in the first place
- yet he names the Upanishads.""

But was this encounter with the Oupnek'hat Schopenhauer's first acquaint
ance with Indian thought? Or was there an earlier, initial encounter which could
have prepared the ground for Majer's arguments and the Oupnek'hat revolution?
These questions bring us back to the odd 4-month hiatus between December 4'h
of 1813 and March 26 of 1814. Did Das AsiatischeMagazin have any discernible
impact on Schopenhauer? Did it contain anything related to Indian philosophy
which could have stimulated the young thinker, and are there any traces of
Schopenhauer's study of the Magazin in his ManuscriptRemains?

DasAsiatischeMagazin

The content of the Magazin, as we will call it for brevity's and German gram
mar's sake, has been almost entirely ignored in previous research. In an earlier
contribution I mentioned some of the Buddhism-related articles in the Magazin
which hap~en to constitute Schopenhauer's earliest known reading matter on
Buddhism. 8 But the Magazin also contains a fair amount of material about In
dian thought, and if Schopenhauer did not let these two volumes sleep for four
months in a corner of his Weimar room we can assume that the Magazin also
contains his earliest known reading matter in the field of Indian philosophy. Our
list of Weimar book borrowings shows that Schopenhauer sometimes returned
books after only a few days and visited the library frequently; so it is not far
fetched to think that he kept the Magazin for some purpose and harbored a defi
nite interest in it. As it happens, two early excerpts from the Magazin from
Schopenhauer's hand exist on an undated loose sheet," and quotations, notes,
and references" in Schopenhauer's unpublished and published works indicate
that he did read the Magazin with attention; but the timing of such reading can
at present not be conclusively established. His interest was not short-lived be
cause at a later point he took the trouble to actually buy these two volumes!'

Each volume of the Magazin contains about 30 articles, and editor Klaproth
and Friedrich Majer are the main contributors as each had furnished about a
dozen articles. Both were young men eager to impress others and leave their
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mark in the scholarly world, and both resorted to questionable means to achieve
that end which included passing off other people's work as their own, either by
leaving articles by others unsigned (editor Klaproth) 92 or by stating in big letters
"by Friedrich Majer" even when his was only the translation from English. More
pertinent to the present inquiry, however, are questions concerning the content
of the Magazin and evidence for Schopenhauer's interest in it.

A LooseSheetwith Notes

From the Weimar library records we know that Schopenhauer borrowed the
Magazin for almost four months and we may assume that he read its contents;
but do we have any proof of that? There is no conclusive proof, unfortunately,
but we do have rather convincing evidence in form of notes from Schopen
hauer's hand which, in my opinion, stem from the time between December of
1813 and March of 1814.

The notes in question are on a loose folded sheet of paper which forms four
pages and which on pages 2 and 3 contains excerpts from Majer's Bhagavadgltii
translation." But let us first look at the entire sheet. Hubscher proposes two
dates for it: "about 1815/16",94 and "around 1816".90The only evidence he ad
duces for this dating is the "handwriting"," but in fact the handwriting of these
notes is such that precision dating is absolutely impossible. Dating by content is
more promising since some notes relate to specific newspapers or to books
which Schopenhauer had borrowed from libraries.

On the first page, Schopenhauer copied out of a Niirnberg newspaper a story
of someone who starved himself to death; this story appeared on July 29 of 1813,
and because it is a newspaper report we may not be too wrong in assuming that
Schopenhauer jotted this down not very long after it appeared, i.e., sometime
during the summer of 1813." The remaining three pages contain a total of ten
notes or excerpts." Page 2 contains notes 1, 2, and part of note 3. Note 1 is a
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scriptRemains from early 1814. It appears to be related to a series of articles by
Majer entitled "On the Incarnations of Vishnu"lCDand might well constitute the
earliest sign of Schopenhauer's India-related reading:

Majer'sBhagavadgTta

Having come to the conclusion that Schopenhauer's initial encounter with
Indian thought probably did not, as hitherto maintained, consist in Friedrich
Majer's "introduction to Indian antiquity" and the subsequent discovery of the
Oupnek'hat around the end of March of 1814 but rather in an earlier encounter

Whether this metaphor is related to Locke, Majer's writing on Vishnu mythol
ogy or to his "introduction to Indian antiquity" we cannot tell; but since we are
here primarily concerned with philosophy rather than mythology we may regard
the BhagavadgTtiias the earliest source with which Schopenhauer came into di
rect contact. Of course Schopenhauer did not encounter a modern translation,
and neither did he consult Wilkins. True to the principles of historical inquiry
we must examine the exact same source as Schopenhauer, i. e. Majer's presenta
tion and, interpretation of the BhagavadgTtain the Magazin. It is through this
prism that Schopenhauer initially got into contact with Indian thought, and
since this encounter took place earlier than the one with Anquetil-Duperron's
Oupnek'hat (and, as explained above, possibly earlier than Majer's "introduction
to Indian antiquity", too), Majer's translations from the BhagavadgTtain the
Magazin merit a close reading.

simple reference to a book review that had appeared in 18~6. ~nd canr:~t be.dated.
Note 2 is related to the redness of hot iron and the possibility of vision In near
darkness; these might well be notes for questions to be discussed with Goethe
during their meetings which began on November 29 of 1813; ,,!ot~ 3 js the ex
cerpt from Klaproth's Magazin and begins with Schopenhauer s indication o~ the
source: "Aus dem Asiatischen Magazin. Theil II. P: 287 Bhaguat-Geeta. Dialog
13." According to my hypothesis, this excerpt (which takes up a whole hand
written page and runs up to the first third of page 3) was written down betwe~n

December 4 of 1813 and March 30 of 1814. Since it is from a later dialogue In

volume 2, I would tend to place it in the first months of 1814 rather than De
cember of 1813. Note 4 contains several references with dates; the last of these,
"Marz 1814", appears to point to the source of Schopenhauer's information.
March or April of 1814 might thus be considered as possible dates for note ~.

The rest of the notes mostly relate to books which Schopenhauer borrowed In

Dresden between the summer of 1814 and the end of 1815/16; they have less
importance here since the notes obviously were made sequenti~lly at v.arious
times. Here we are primarily interested in the date of note 3 which consists of

Schopenhauer's BhagavadgTtaexcerpts. ., . .
The result of these rather technical considerations IS that everything In the

content and sequence of notes on this loose sheet supports the hypothesis that
Schopenhauer's BhagavadgTtaexcerpts were indeed written while. he had bor
rowed the Magazin from the Weimar library. In the absence of evidence to the
contrary" it thus makes sense to assume that the BhagavadgTtaexcerpts from the
Magazin stem from the time between December 4 of 1813 and March 30 of 1814
and can be regarded as a trace of Schopenhauer's initial encounter with Indian
thought. While the evidence does not amount to solid proof it is s~fficient for.a
strong conjecture. At any rate, Schopenhauer borrowed the Magazm and kept It
at home for almost four months while its editor Klaproth (until early January
1814) and the BhagavadgTtatranslator Friedrich Majer (throughout this period)
were living in the same small town of Weimar. It is improbable that under such
circumstances Schopenhauer would borrow the Magazin for such a long time
just to leave it unread. Furthermore, there is another indication that he was in
deed reading the Magazin during this period: a remark in Schopenhauer's Manu-

Welcher Unsinn sich selbst erklaren, sich
selbst erkennen zu wollen! sich sclbst zur
Vorstellung machen zu wollen und dann
nichts ubrig zu lassen das eben aile diese
erklarten (verbundenen) Vorstellungen hat!
Ist das nicht die Erde vom Atlas, den Atlas
vom Elephanten, diesen von eincr Schild
krote und diese von Nichts tragen lassen? lei

What nonsense to attempt to explain one
self, to know oneself! to want to turn one
self into a representation and then to leave
nothing which has all of these explained
(connected) representations! Is this not like
letting the earth be carried by Atlas, Atlas
by the elephant, the elephant bra the tortoi
se, and the tortoise by nothing? 02

99 Merkel's assertion (op. cit., p. 166) that Schopenhauer also "used" Das Asiatische Magazin in Dres
den between September 24 and October 19 of 1815 seems toO specific to be a simple conjecture.
However, neither Merkel nor anyone else furnished any supporting evidence. Muhlethaler's list of all
the materials borrowed by Schopenhauer from the Dresden library shows no trace of any Magazin
entry during the period in question (op. cit., p. 72), and according to Perk Loesch of the.S~chsische

Landesbibliothek /Staats- und Universitatsbibliothek Dresden (letter dated May 8,1996) It is impos
sible to reconstruct what materials the "India closet" at the said library - which both Schopenhauer
and Krause used - contained.
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with the Bhagavadgztiiin the German translation of Friedrich Majer, we must
now investigate what Schopenhauer encountered in this translation.

Apart from the Vishnu-related series of articles that was just mentioned, the
Magazin contains a number of contributions of interest in the Schopenhauer
context.i" Most pertinent to our present inquiry is a series of five contributions
that all bear the title "Der Bhaguat-Geeta, oder Gesprache zwischen Kreeshna
und Arjoon".lo4 Each article is proudly signed "by Dr. Fr. Majer". However, as
mentioned above, these articles are only translations into German from Charles
Wilkins' English translation of the Indian classic. '05Majer's original contribution
is thus limited to his German translation, a number of notes, and a preface. The
fact that the bulk of the five installments is no more than a translation from the
English is only mentioned in Majer's preface to the first article; all installments
proudly bear the signature "by Friedrich Majer". But the extent of Majer's own
contribution and the faithfulness of his translation is of little concern to our
inquiry: it was through this translation with this introduction and these notes
that Schopenhauer encountered the Bhagavadgztii,and neither Wilkins' nor any
other translation ought to concern us here. In his preface to the first installment,
Majer explains the interest of the Bhagavadgztiias follows:

107

Ibid., p. 408.
108

Friedrich Majer, "Das Bhaguat-Geeta, oder Gesprache zwischen Kreeshna und Arjoon", in: Julius
Klaproth (ed.), Asiatisches Magazin, Weimar: Industrie-Comptoir, 1802, vol. I, p. 412-413.

Yogic Concentration

In a letter by Warren Hastings which precedes Wilkins' Bhagavadgitiirendering
and also opens Majer's German translation, it is stated that "the Brahmans are
bound to a kind of mental discipline" in which "the mind is concentrated on a
single point" whereby "the mental confusion which engenders ignorance" is
dissolved. 108

Those who engage in this practice manage
not only to keep their heart pure in the
face of any sensual desire, but also to

Such words of Majer have a familiar ring for readers of Schopenhauer whose
statements about the marvelous connection between his own philosophy and the
wisdom of the Orient are well-known. Since we may here be facing the very
beginning of this "marvelous connection" for Schopenhauer, one of the upper
most questions in our mind concerns its content at this early point in time. Majer
regarded the Bhagavadgztiias one of the prime treasures of Indian antiquity, a
hi?hly relevant source worthy of his "still very imperfect attempts" to explain
(via footnotes) "the scattered treasures of Indian metaphysics, higher theology,
and mythical poetry and fable from a single common point of view". 187

But before we take a closer look at Majer's Bhagavadgztiiwe need to remind our
selves that we should be wary of reading too much into this initial encounter. After all,
if we are to believe the philosopher's account, Majer introduced Schopenhauer to In
dian antiquity without being asked to do so. Assuming that this introduction indeed
took place in March of 1814 we would thus have to conclude that Schopenhauer was
too little interested or too shy to pose India-related questions to Majer, or alternatively
that he did not have an occasion to do so. Most availableevidence points to the Oup
nek'hat as the match which definitely lit Schopenhauer's fiery interest in Indian phi
losophy and religion. But there are the above-mentioned turtle-and-elephant metaphor
and Schopenhauer's excerpts from the Bhagavadgitii,both of which appear to date
from the months before his encounter with Anquetil-Duperron's Latino-Persian
Upanishads. We thus return to the hypothesis raised above concerning a possible nurs
ing of interest in Indian thought between December of 1813 and March of 1814. In the
following we will look at some facets of Majer's Bhagavadgztiiwhile trying to find out
what it was that attracted Schopenhauer's interest to such an extent that he wrote
down excerpts and kept them for the rest of his life.

Die, welche sich dieser Uebung ergeben,
verrnogen nicht allein ihr Herz vor jeder
sinnlichen Begierde rein zu erhalten, son-

No interested reader will fail to see how
these ideas and dreams, which are at least
four thousand years old and constitute the
wisdom of the remote Orient in form of a
most peculiar combination of wondrous
tales and impressions with highly abstract
speculation, stand in a marvelous connecti
on with what a Plato, Spinoza, or Jacob
Boehme believedand thought in very diffe
rent times and regions of the globe about
the most interesting themes of thinking,
even though they expressed and presented
this in different forms.

Keinem aufmerksamenLeser wird es entge
hen, wie diese wenigstens viertausendJahre
alten Ideen und Traume der aus einer
hochsteigenthurnlichen Verbindung seltsa
mer Fabeln und Einbildungen,und der ab
stractestenSpeculationbestehendenWeisheit
des femen Orients - in einem wunderbaren
Zusammenhangemit dem stehen,wasin ganz
andern Zeiten und Himmelsstrichen ein
Plato, Spinoza oder Jacob Bohm uber die
interessantestenGegenstande des Nachden
kens glaubten und dachten, wenn auch in

106
andem Formen sagtenund vortrugen.
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dern auch ihre Aufmerksamkeit von jedem
au~eren Objecte abzuziehen und ganzlich
auf den Gegenstand ihrer Meditation zu
heften.

I09

withdraw their attention from any external
object and to fix it entirely on the object of
their meditation. uo

gen, auf Wahrheit gegrundet seyn konnen,
da sie den Vortheil haben, aus einer von
jeder fremden Mischung gereinigten Quel
Ie hcrzuflicfscn.114

most basic [systems1 of ours - because
they have the advantage to stem from a
source which is freed from any foreign
admixture.

This kind of "objective attention" was highly esteemed by Schopenhauer from
an early period. When in the Winter semester o~ 1~,10/11 ~rof .. Schulze mad.e a
remark to the effect that "immersed concentration (Vertleftsem) was nothmg
other than "an inability to direct one's attention, while focused on one object,
also on other things", Schopenhauer wrote a sharp rejoinder next to Schulze's

observation:

The Gitd, in Hastings' view, is thus a work "of great originality, lofty inspiration,
and an almost unequalled power of reasoning and diction" which, in spite of its
special method, contains "as a peculiar exception among all religions known to
us" a theology "which corresponds best with that of the Christian church and
explains its basic doctrine in a glorious manner". '15

Schopenhauer might thus have agreed with Hastings who stated in the i~t~oduc

tory letter whose German translation ~ppears ?e~or~ ~he Bhag~vadgl,ta text:
"Even the most diligent men of Europe fmd that It IS difficult to fix one s atten
tion to such a high degree." In India, by contrast, there are ~eople who "often

have had a daily habit of engaging in absolute .conte~platlOn. [a?solute An
schauung] from youth to mature age", thus addmg their own insights to the
treasures accumulated by their forebears.

112
As the body gains strength through

exercise, so does the mind; and according to Hastings it is exactly through such
exercise that Indians were able to achieve "discoveries of new trajectories, of new
connections of ideas" and to develop their own, original philosophical systems. 113

109
Majer1802 I: p. 413.

110In the interest of unbiasedappraisalof what Schopenhaueractuallyread,this Englishtranslation
wasmadebythe authorwithout consultingthe Englishoriginal.
III

HN 2, p. 15.

112MajerMagazinvol. 1, p. 414. As mentionedabove,the translationsfromMajer'scontrib~ti?ns are
(in the interest of unbiasedappraisalof what Schopenhaueractuallyread) madefrom Majers Ger
maninto Englishwithout consultationof the Englishoriginals.

113 Ibid.

Ego. An dieser Geistesschwache hat also
Sokrates stark laborirt, als er, wie Alkibia
des im Symposion erzahlt, ein Mal 24
Stunden unbeweglich auf dem Felde
stand. 111

[Solche Geistesiibungen Iuhrten] zu Sys
temen, die, obgleich speculativ und subtil,
dennoch gleich den einfachsten der unsri-

I [say]: Socrates did thus acutely suffer
from this debility of mind when he, as
Alcibiades recounts in [Plato'S] Sympo
sium, once remained immobile in a field for
24 hours.

[Such exercise led the Indians] to systems
which, though speculative and subtle, could
nevertheless be founded on truth - like the

Krishna's Revelation

Needless to say, the Bhagavadgltii is an episode from the voluminous Mahab
harata epic and one of India's most acclaimed literary products. In this episode,
the hero Krishna reveals himself to the Pandu prince Arjuna, who faces battle
against his own kin, as the incarnation of the creator/destroyer Vishnu. Vishnu
is, according to Majer, the indestructible "world spirit" (Weltgeist) 116which
assumes myriad forms and is, among many other names, called "eternal, univer
sal, enduring, unchangeable, invisible and ungraspable"."7 Since Majer had also
included a three-part series of articles about the incarnations of Vishnu in the
Magazin, it is clear that the subject was of the greatest interest to him.

Let us now look at the first "conversation between Kreeshna and Arjoon", to
use Majer's spelling. Whereas "men of limited capacity [... ] deliver their heart to
earthly desires" and expect "recom~ense for the deeds of this life",I18 the accom
plished man "attains true wisdom" 19which is nothing other than freedom from
desire. "Free from duality",120 he keeps "steadfastly to the track of truth",121 has
renounced "all thoughts about the fruits of his actions" 122 and devotes his mind
"with constant application ceaselessly to contemplation". 123

114
Ibid.

115
MajerMagazinvol. 1, p. 415.

116
MajerMagazinvol. 1, p. 426.

117MajerMagazinvol. 1, p. 440; the italicsarcfromthe AsiatischesMagazin.
II'MajerMagazinvol. 1, p. 442
119

MajerMagazinvol. 1, p. 444.
12':)

Ibid. "FreyvonderZweyheir(Duplicitat)."

121Ibid.
122

Majer1802 I: p. 443.
123

Majer1802 I: p. 444.
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Derjenige hegt wahre Weisheit in sich,
welcher sein Herz jeglicher Begierde uer
schlieflt, der mit sich selbst zufrieden ist, und
sein Gluck in sich selbst triigt. Ibm schlagt im
Ungluck« sein Herz nicht unruhiger, er fuhlt
sich glucklich und zufrieden, wenn es ihm
wohl geht, Unruhe, Furcht und Zorn bleiben
ibm[remd.124

He embodies genuine wisdom who shuts off
his heart to any desire, who is at peace with
himself and carries his fortune within him
self In misfortune his heart is not lessat ease,
and he also feels as happy and content as
when things go well for him. Unease, anxiety
and ire areforeign to him.

Geistes, und von allem Sinnengenusse frey;
und da er nur die Functionen des Korpers
erfullt, so begeht er keine Sunde. Er bleibt
zufricdcn, was auch geschehen mag: er hat
die Zweyseitigkeit uberwunden, und ist frey
von Begierde. Im Glucke wie im Unglucke
bleibt er immer derselbe, und ob er gleich
handelt, so wird er doch von der Handlung
nicht beschrankt. 132

sensual enjoyment; and since he only per
forms the functions of the body he does
not commit any sin. He remains content
whatever may happen: he has overcome
duality and is free from desire. In fortune
and misfortune he always stays the same,
and though he may act he is not limited by
his action.

124
Ibid.; the italics are from the AsiatischesMagazin.See also vol. 2, p. 118.

125
Majer Magazinvol. 1, p. 451.

126
Majer Magazinvol. 1, p. 450.

127
Majer Magazinvol. 1, p. 448.

123
Majer Magazinvol. 1, p. 452.

12';1

Majer Magazinvol. 1, p. 453; the emphasis is from the Magazin.
13C

Ibid.
131

Majer Magazinvol. 2, p. 109.

The similarity of such statements to Schopenhauer's "better consciousness", a
conception he had been developing for years and which stands opposed to man's
"empirical consciousness" marked by self-interest and ever unfulfilled desire, is
striking. According to Majer's Bhagava~fJtii, the delud~d o?e who c.o~mits ~cts

"only out of self-interest" (Eigennutz) "harbors the illusion that It IS he him
self who does all these deeds which [in truth] are simply the result of the princi
ple of his constitution", 126 and his mind is enthralled by "objects of the senses".'27

The wise man, by contrast, attains victory against passion, "that dangerous
destroyer of wisdom and science" (Zerstorer der Weisheit und der Wissen
schaft), izs and finds something which goes beyond reason: "the essence" (das
Wesen).'29At the end of the first installment of Majer's translation this "Wesen"
is defined as follows: "The encompassing soul, a world-spirit of which the indi
vidual soul forms but a part" ("Die allgemeine Seele, ein Weltgeist, von dem die
Lebensseele nur ein Theil ist"). 130 But only a wise man knows this Weltgeist, a
man who "remains free from desire in all his actions" ("der bey allen seinen
U nternehmungen frey vom Begehren bleibt"): 1J1

Unfortunately only very few mortals 135 attain such insight into this "primordial
being" ("Urwesen") which manifests itself in the material and spiritual elements
of humanity.i" But, lofty as such insight may be, it is not yet the highest:

But who can attain such marvelous wisdom, such "better consciousness"? Krish
na, as relayed to young Schopenhauer by Wilkins via Majer, answers: "He attains
it who combines his firm resolve with knowledge of himself" ("Der gelangt dazu,
welcher mit einem festen Entschlusse die Kenntnif seiner selbst verbindet"). m

He whose soul possesses the gift of such
devotion, who sees all things with impartial
vision: he sees the world-soul in all things,
and all things in the encompassing world
spirit.

But you must further know that I have
another essence which is distinct from this
and far higher: [an essence1whose nature is
life and by which the world is maintained.

Aber uberdies wisse, daB ich ein andres,
von diesem unterschiednes und weit hohe
res Wesen habe

1J7
, dessen Natur das Leben

rst, und durch welches die Welt erhalten

132
Ibid. The emphasis is in the original. See p. 113 where freedom from duality ("Doppelseitigkeit")

is again mentioned.
133

Majer Magazinvol. 2, p. 122.
134

Majer Magazinvol. 2, p. 123.

135 "Among ten thousand mortals only very few aspire to perfection, and among those who do and
attain it there again is only a small number who know me according to my nature" ("Unter zehntau
send Sterblichen streben nur sehr wenige nach Vollkommenheit, und unter denen, die danach stre
ben, und dahin gelangen, ist wiederum nur eine kleine Anzahl, die mich meiner Natur gemaB
kennt"). Majer Magazinvol. 2, p. 126.
136

"My primordial essence consists of eight parts, earth, water, fire, air, and ether (Khang), along
with feeling, reason, and Ahang-Kar, [which is] knowledge of oneself" ("Mein Urwesen besteht aus
acht Theilen, Erde, Wasser, Feuer, Luft und Aether (Khang) nebst Gemiith, Verstand und Ahang
Kar, die Kennrnif seiner selbst." Majer Magazinvol. 2, p. 126.
137

Wilkins explains in a note: "The life soul" ("Die Lebensseele").

Wessen Gernuth die Gabe dieser Andacht
besitzt, wer aile Dinge mit gleichem Blicke
betrachtet, der sieht die Weltseele in allen
Dingen, und aile Dinge in dem allgemeinen

I
. 134

We tgeiste,

Such [a wise man] desires no recompense
for his actions, is always content and inde
pendent and can, even though he engages
in some enterprise, still always be regarded
as unengaged. He is without unrest, of
humble heart and mind, and free of all

Ein solcher begchrt keinen Lohn fur seine
Handlungen, er ist stets zufrieden und
unabhangig, und kann, wenn er gleich an
einem Werke Theil nimmt, doch immer als
nichthandelnd betrachtet werden. Er ist
ohne Unruhe, demuthigen Hcrzens und
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This fundamental essence constitutes everything, from the "wetness in water" to
"light in the sun" and from "human nature in man" to "life in all beings": it is
"the eternal seed of nature as a whole". 139

In the ninth and tenth conversations, Krishna finally reveals himself to his
listener Arjuna as Vishnu, the creator and destroyer of everything, the "inex
haustible seed of nature,,140 and the "soul which inhabits the body of every be
ing"j'41 moreover, he shows himself also as "all-devouring death as well as resur
rection of those who return to life".14'

The following conversation, number 11, brings us to a peak of this divine
revelation; watched by the stunned Arjuna, Krishna reveals his own body as "the
entire living and lifeless world": 143

wird. Wisse, daf diese beyden Wesen die
Erzeugungsquellen der ganzen Natur
sind.13'[

You must know that these two are the
generative sources of all of nature.

were, as the innermost being of Arjuna himself, namely, as the perceiver
(kshetra-gna) of Arjuna's own body (kshetra). This, characteristically, is the place
where Schopenhauer's first excerpt from the Bhagavadgltii begins on the loose
sheet of paper which might date from the first months of 1814:

Schopenhauer's First Excerpt from the Bhagavadgltii

After Arjuna, trembling in awe, was allowed to see the entire cosmos in the body
of Krishna, Krishna in the thirteenth conversation goes on to reveal himself, as it

In this way Arjuna is finally brought to the realization: "You are this everlasting
essence, distinct from all transitory things",'45 and he sings Krishna's praise:
"Everything is included in you; thus you are everything" ("Allesist in dir einge
schlossen; du bist also Alles"). 146

What was it in this statement that interested young Schopenhauer to such a de
gree that he had to note it down on a sheet of paper which he was to safeguard
for almost fifty years? Here, the body of the listener Arjuna itself, together with
all its organs and capacities including the "perception of oneself" (des "Gefuhles
seiner selbst") 151is revealed as the field (kshetra) through which wisdom can be

attained. One's own body is thus the avenue by which everything can be pene
trated.

It is impossible not to note a striking development in Schopenhauer's
thought which took place just around the time of his initial encounter with In
dian thought. I am referring to the importance of "knowledge of oneself" and of

Schaue, Arjoon, die Millionen mciner
gottliehen Formen, deren Gattungen eben
so verschieden sind, als die Gestalten und
Farben von einander abweichen.

l 44

See, Arjuna, the millions of my divine
forms, the species of which are just as
different and varied as forms and colors.

Kreeshna oder Gatt spricht:147 Leme <hilldas
Wort Kshetraden KOlJ?erbedeutet,u. Kshetra
W denjenigen,welcherihnerkennt.WissedaB
I h148 di h 149. all bli h
~ es Ks etra-gna m en ster c en
Formen bin. Die Kenntnif von Kshetra u.
Kshetra-gnanenne ichGnan ad: dieWeisheit.150

Krishna or God says: Realize that the word
Kshetra signifies body, and Kshetra-gna
[means] him who perceives it. Realize that
lam this Kshetra-gna in all its mortal
forms. The knowledge of Kshetra and
Kshetra-gna I call Gnan or wisdom.

IJS
Majer,Magazinvol.2, p. 126.

139
Majer,Magazinvol.2, p. 127. Seealsopp. 234 and254.

140
Majer,Magazinvol.2, p. 234.

141
Majer,Magazinvol.2, p. 245.

142
Majer,Magazinvol.2, p. 253.

143
Majer,Magazinvol.2, p. 274.

144
Ibid.

145
MajerMagazinvol.2, p. 280.

146
MajerMagazinvol.2, p. 281.
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147
This introductoryphrase (HN 2, p. 245) isby Schopcnhauer.

143
Schopenhauer (HN 2 p. 245) writesthe word "ich' with aninitialcapital1.

149
StartingfromhereSchopenhauerdocsnot underlineanything.

150
HN 2, p. 245 (SchopenhauerArchivXXVIII, p. 92). SchopenhauercitesMajer,AsiatischesMaga-

zin vol. 2, p. 287; he only introducesthe passageby "Krishnaor God says" ("Kreeshnaodcr Gott
spricht") and adds the definitearticle"die" to "Weisheit"at the end. All emphasesstem from the
Magazin;differencesto Schopenhauer'sexcerptareasnotedabove.
151

Schopenhaucrindicatesat the beginningof this note that this excerpt stems from the Magazin
vol.2, p. 287.
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the role of one's "body" in this enterprise. We have seen that the possibly earli
est trace in Schopenhauer's notebooks which betrays Indian influence is section
171 of the Manuscript Remains where the metaphor of the elephant and the tur
tle is used in the context of the futility of trying to know oneself: such knowl
edge, according to Schopenhauer, necessarily moves in a vicious circle because
the subject "I" can ultimately only know itself as an object or representation and
never as a subject; and representation without a subject is as baseless as resting
the world on Atlas, Atlas on an elephant, the elephant on a turtle, and the turtle
on nothing. The lead-up to the elephant-and-turtle passage lays this out clearly;

through in the development of Schopenhauer's burgeoning philosophical system
and begins with a sentence in which Schopenhauer underlined almost every
word: "The bodX' (the corporeal man) is nothing other than the will that has
become visible". 56

Although we cannot say with any measure of certainty to what degree Ma
jer's Bhagavadgltii influenced the young philosopher we cannot but note that the
thrust of some of its passages points very much in the direction which the bur
geoning metaphysics of will was going to take. One need only to replace speaker
Krishna with "will" and open one's ears;

152

HN 1, p. 96 (no. 171). The emphases are by Schopenhauer.
153

Cf. Payne's different translation in Manuscript Remains, vol. 1, p. 104.
154

"yvwSt ouurovl Kornmentar: Quadrire den Cirkel, mache funf grad, (sagt das Zauberbuch) dann
ist die ganze Natur dir Unterthan." Payne misunderstands "grad" to mean "degree" instead of "e
ven"; thus Schopenhauer's "make five [an] even [number]" is supposed to signify a nonsensical
"make five degrees". These few samples from Payne's translation of the Manuscript Remains should
suffice to warn all readers that it should never be used without careful comparison to the German
original.
155

HN 1, p. 99 (no. 176). This appears to be Schopenhauer's first allusion to maya,the veil of illu-
sion which will appear by name a few pages later: "die Maja der Indier" (HN 1, p. 104, no. 189).

This certainly sounds like a VICIOUS circle; yet it is just in this circle that
Schopenhauer sees the possibility of breaking through the riddle of nature. Sec
tion 171 opens with the remark: "Gnoti sauton! [Know thyself!] Commentary:
Square the circle, make five an even number (says the manual of magic): then the
whole of nature will be at your service." 154

How would self-knowledge be a way out of this vicious circle? Is there "a
hole in the veil of nature,,155through which man could catch a glimpse of nature
as it really is - the basis of the turtle, the whole universe, and himself - thus
squaring the circle? This is exactly where Schopenhauer's first excerpt from the
Bhagavadgltii comes in: man's own body is that keyhole to the universe. This
thought appears, seemingly out of the blue, just two sections after Schopen
hauer's first mention of the "Maja of the Indians". It marks a crucial break-

156
"Der Leib, (der korperliche Mensch) ist nichts als der sichtbar gewordne Wille." HN 1, p. 106

(no. 191).
157

Majer Magazin vol. 2, p. 460.
158

See note 146.

On the background of the opening of the crucial section 191 of Schopenhauer's
Manuscript Remains where Schopenhauer declares man's body to be "will made
visible", the voice of the divine Krishna booms with even more gravitas from
Schopenhauer's first Bhagavadgltii excerpt: "Realize that the word Kshetra signi
fies body, and Kshetra-gna [means] him who perceives it. Realize that J am this
Kshetra-gna in all its mortal forms. The knowledge of Kshetra or Kshetra-gna I
call Gnan or wisdom.":"

The characteristics of wisdom as portrayed in Majer's Bhagavadgltii echo in
many ways those of Schopenhauer's "better consciousness": "freedom from self
love, hypocrisy, and injustice", freedom from attachment even to wife and chil-

In this animal world there is a part of my
self whieh is the universal spirit of all
things. It comprises the five sense organs
and mind which is the sixth [sense organJ,
and it does so in order to form from them a
body, only to [later] leave it again. [... J
The fool does not perceive it because he is
enthralled by the Goon or properties
whether he is dying, living, or enjoying.
However, he who possesses the eyes of
wisdom does see it. Those who exercise
their mind in meditation are also able to
see this world-soul in themselves; whereas
those of uncouth disposition and feeble
judgment cannot find it regardless of all
their investigations.

In dieser animalischen Weit giebt es einen
Theil meiner selbst, welcher der universelle
Geist aller Dinge ist. Er versammelt die
funf Organe der Sinne und den Geist,
welcher der sechste ist, urn daraus einen
Kerper zu bilden, und ihn von neuem zu
verlassen. [... J Der Thor nimmt ihn nicht
wahr, weil er von den Goon oder Eigen
schaften besessen ist, er mag sterben odcr
leben, oder genielien. Der aber sieht ihn,
welcher die Augen der Weisheit hat. Auch
die, welche ihren Geist in der Meditation
uben, konnen diese Weltseele in sich selbst
wahrnehmen; wahrend jene, deren Gernuth
ungebildet und deren U rtheil schwach ist,
ihn ungeachtet aller Nachforschungen
nicht finden. 157

Now, he who attempts to explain himself
must posit himself (the subject) as ground
or as consequence:whereby he turns him
self into a representation. But the represen
tation of whom? All representations are, in
the end, only his own (the subject's) repre
sentations. Whatever can at all be known
and thus explained is for that very reason

h· b . 153not mg ut representatIon.

Wer nun aber sich selbst erklaren will, der
mug sich selbst, (das Subjekt) als Grund
oder als Folge setzen: damit macht er sich
selbst zur Vorstellung: zur Vorstellung
aber von wem? aile Vorstellungen sind ja
eben nur seine (des Subjekts) Vorstellun
gen. Was immer nur erkannt und folglich
erklart werden kann ist ja eben deshalb nur

IS'
Vorstellung. -
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dren, disgust about society, etc.
l59 Agnan or ignorance, on the other hand, bears

the marks of Schopenhauer's "empirical consciousness" as it is linked to "will"
and to "evil desire or a passion inimical to man, a daughter of the sensual princi
ple" through which "the world is veiled, just as the flame by smoke".I60

Bewegliche und Unbewegliche der ganzen
Natur. [...J Er ist untheilbar, und doch in
allen Dingen vertheilt. [...J Er ist die Weis
heit, das Object und das Zie! der Weisheit,
und er wohnt in allen Herzen. 164

Outside, the mobile and immobile of the
entire nature. [... J Indivisible, it neverthe
less is distributed in all things. [... J It is
wisdom, the object and goal of wisdom,
and it dwells in all hearts.

Just like Schopenhauer's will, this pervading force is "indivisible yet distributed
in all things. It is the ruler of all things; it is what in turn destroys and again ere
ates,,,I6' But ordinary man cannot perceive it; it is only by way of profound

knowledge of oneself that one can catch a glimpse of the "Tattwa or first princi

ple", the "object of wisdom"."3

159
Majer Magazin vol. 2, p. 288.

160
Majer .Magazinvol. 1, p. 452. Needless to say, Schopenhauer's "empirical" and "better" conscious-

ness are concepts that he had used for a considerable time before encountering Indian thought; thus
there is of course no Indian influence implied, just an interesting similarity.
161

Majer Magazin vol. 1, p. 452.
162

"Er ist untheilbar, und doch in allen Dingen vertheilt. Er ist der Regierer aller Dinge; er ist es, der
bald zerstort, und bald hervorbringt." Majer Magazin vol. 2, p. 290.
163

Majer Magazin vol. 2, p. 289; emphases are reproduced as they appear in the Magazin.

Unter der Form des Willens wird der Ver
stand des weisen Menschen durch diesen
unversohnlichen Feind vcrdunkclt, welcher,
glcich einem verzehrenden Feuer die Ver
wtistung mit sich bringt, und schwer zu
besanftigen ist. Am liebsten maGt er sich die
Herrschaft tiber die Sinne, das Herz und den
Verstand an. Durch dies weif er die Ver
nunft zu trubcn und die Seele einzuschla
fern. Es ist also deine erste Pflicht, deine
Leidenschaften zu aberwinden, und diesen
gefahrlichen Zerstorer der Weisheit und der
W· h f b . 161issensc a t zu ezwmgen.

Es ist ganz Hande und Ftige; ganz Ange
sicht, Kopl und Auge; er ist ganz Ohr, und
in dem Mittelpuncte der Welt wohnend,
erfullt er ihren weiten Raum. Er selbst hat
keine Organe; er ist das Licht, was aile Fa
higkeiten der Organe zurtickstrahlen. Ohne
an etwas gebunden zu seyn, umfalit er Alles;
und ohne aile Eigenschaft teilt er aile Eigen
schaften. Er ist das Innere und Aeuliere, das

Under the form of will, the reason of the
wise man is obscured by this irreconcilable
enemy who, in the manner of a consuming
fire, brings with it devastation and is hard
to pacify. It prefers to exert dominance
over the senses, the heart, and reason. In
this way it manages to cloud reason and
put the soul to sleep. Thus it is your fore
most duty to overcome your passions and to
defeat this dangerous destroyer of wisdom
and of knowledge.

It is entirely hands and feet; entirely face,
head, and eye; it is entirely ear, and situated
in the center of the world it fills its broad
expanse. It does not have any organs of
itself; it is the light which all capacities of
the organs reflect. Without being bound to
anything it encompasses everything; and
without any characteristic it shares all
characteristics. It is the Inside and the

The passages just quoted stem from the thirteenth conversation of Krishna and
Arjuna, and we will now turn to Schopenhauer's second Bhagavadgltii excerpt
which reproduces almost the entire last page of this conversation.

Scbopenbauer'sSecond Excerptfrom the Bhagavadgltii

Schopenhauer's second excerpt from the Bhagavadgltii is substantially longer
than the first. While the first reproduces the very beginning of conversation 13,
this second excerpt reproduces the final paragraph of the same conversation. The
excerpt is a rather faithful reproduction of Majer's translation; the one exception
is Schopenhauer's omission of a sub-clause.

We have seen that Schopenhauer was interested in the opening of conversa

tion 13 where Krishna reveals to Arjuna that "all things, whether living or not,
have their origin in the union of Kshetra and Kshetra_gna".165In Schopenhauer's
first Bhagavadgltiiexcerpt these terms were defined as follows: "Kshetra signifies
the body, and Kshetra-gna the one who perceives it.,,166Krishna then tells Arjuna

about his broad concept of body; its origin and essence, he says, can only be
understood through gnan which is selfless wisdom and the "knowledge of
Tattwa or the first principle". 167The object of such wisdom is Gneya, defined by

Krishna as beginningless Brahma which, as cited above, is "all hands and feet; all
face, head, and eye" and forms the center of the world while also filling its wide

expanse.i" Indivisible yet distributed in all things, this is the object and goal of
wisdom. 169

At the beginning of the final paragraph of this conversation, Krishna states

that all things, living or not, have their origin in Kshetra (body) and Kshetra-gna
(perceiver of the body). It appears that this topic was of great interest to
Schopenhauer, as was that of the Weltseele (world-soul) which in this passage is

164
Majer Magazin vol. 2, pp. 289-290.

165
Majer Magazin vol. 2, p. 292.

166
Majer Magazin vol. 2, p. 287.

167
Majer Magazin vol. 2, p. 288.

168
Majer Magazin vol. 2, p. 289.

169
Majer Magazin vol. 2, p. 290.
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said to "illuminate all bodies". But let us now look at the whole excerpt as

Schopenhauer wrote it down (discrepancies with the Magazin's original text are

specified in the notes):

The sources which I presented above permit us to add several more points of

convergence, not the least of which is the "final separation from animal nature"

through acquisition of desireless and selfless wisdom - a thought that pops up at

various places in Majer's text.

Schopenhauer's two excerpts clearly give the lie to Zimmer's assertion that Scho

penhauer "did not make use of the Bhagavadgltii".187At the same time, Zimmer's

regret for this supposed failure is interesting. According to him, in the Bhaga
vadgltii ...

... the terribly lofty power present in the world and in oneself - what Schopen
hauer called "will" - was indeed conceived as something all-divine lAllgottliches]
in whose contemplation and experience the devoted believer feels secure and is

able to ov~rcome the brutal c?ntradicti~n of the life given ~o him, dissolvin~g the
total meanmglessness of all existence which rolls through universes and cons.

Derjenige lie welcher aile seine Handlungen
durch Prakreetee 171, die Natur, vollzogen

. I . hl 72 -h dnA 173sieht, rummt zug ere wa r, al~ tma
oder die Seele dabey 17. nicht thatig ist. Sieht
er 175wie aile die verschiedenen Gattungen von
Naturwesen in einem einzigen Wesen begrif
fen sind [, von dem sic nach aulien hin ver
brcitet und in ihre zahllosen Varietaten aus-

• 176 177
gestrcut sind ;] dann crkennt er Brahma ,
das hochstc Wesen. Dieser erhabene Geist,
dies unveranderliche Wesen handelt nicht,
selbst wenn cs in dem Korper ist, weil seine
Natur weder Anfang noch Eigenschaften
hat. 178 So wie Akas 179 oder der Aether, durch

die Freiheit 180 seiner Theile, allenthalben hin
dringt 181, ohne bewel;t zu werden: so bleibt
der allenthalben gegenwartige Geist im Kor
per, ohne bewegt zu werden. So wie eine ein
zige Sonne die ganze Welt erleuchter so
erhellt diesc Weltseele aile Korper.182 Diejeni-

He who realizes that all his actions are
performed by Prakriti, nature, perceives
simultaneously that Atrna or the soul is not
active in this. If he sees how all the diffe
rent species of beings in nature are compri
sed in a single essence [from which they
are spread toward the outside and disper
sed in their numberless varieties;] 186 then

he recognizes Brahma, the highest being.
This lofty spirit, this unchangeable essence
does not act, even when it is in the body,
because its nature has neither beginning
nor characteristics. Just as Akas or ether,
by virtue of the freedom of its constituent
parts, pervades everywhere without beinl;
moved: so the omnipresent spirit remains
in the body without being moved. In the
manner of the single sun which illuminates
the entire world, this world-soul lights up
all bodies. Those who perceive through the

18] .
gen welche cs nut den Augen der Weisheit
wahrnchmen, daf Kerper und Geist auf diese
Art unterschieden sind, U.

I 84
daB es fur den

Menschen eine endliche Trennunl; von der
animalischen Natur ~~bt, diese gehen in das
hochste Wesen uber.

eyes of wisdom that body and spmt arc
distinguished in this manner and that there
is for man a final separation from animal
nature: these will unite with the highest
being.

170
MajerMagazin vol. 2, p. 292 here has a comma.

171 Schopenhauer (HN XXVIII p. 92) did not underline (italicize) this word as in the original but
only emphasized it by somewhat larger letters in Roman style.
172

Schopenhauer (HN 2, p. 245) wrote "zugleich" instead of the Magazin's "zu gleicher Zeit".

173 Schopenhauer (HN XXVIII, p. 92) did not underline (italicize) this word as in the original but
onIy emphasized it by somewhat larger letters in Latin style.
174

Schopenhauer (HN 2, p. 245) has the spelling "dabei" as opposed to the Magazin's "dabey",
175

MajerMagazin vol. 2, p. 292 here has a comma.
176

Schopenhauer (HN 2, p. 245) omitted the sub-clause of the Magazin: it is here included in square
brackets.
177

Schopenhauer (HN XXVIII, p. 92) did not underline this word as in the original but only empha-
sized it by somewhat larger letters.
17S

In Majer's Magazin, vol. 2, p. 292 this entire sentence is emphasized by italics.
17':1

Schopenhauer (HN XXVIII, p. 92) did not underline (italicize) this word as in the original but
only emphasized it by somewhat larger letters.
1;;:0

Majer'sMagazin, vol. 2, p. 292 spells "Freyheit".
lSI

Majer'sMagazin, vol. 2, p. 292 has "hin dringt" in two words.
[1l2

Majer's Magazin, vol. 2, pp. 292-293 emphasizes this whole sentence by italics.
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Conclusion

To conclude I must emphasize once more that I am not arguing that the materi

als presented above are sufficient grounds for unequivocally proving a strong

Bhagavadgltii influence on Schopenhauer at this early stage. At present, the

sources known to us simply do not support such a clear-cut conclusion. Given

that my dating of Schopenhauer's Bhagavadgitii excerpts is not quite bomb-

183
Majer's Magazin, vol. 2, p. 293 here has a comma.

18.
Majer's Magazin, vol. 2, p. 293 spells out the conjunction as "und",

185

The text reproduced here was transcribed from Schopenhauer Archiv Ms. XXVIII, pp. 92~93 and
corresponds to HN 2, pp. 245-246. The differences mentioned in the footnotes concern discrepan
cies between Schopenhauer's note and the original text as found in Das Asiatische Magazin vol. 2,
pp. 292-293.
186

The passage in square brackets appears in the Magazin but was omitted by Schopenhauer.
187

Heinrich Zimmer, "Schopenhauer und Indien", Jahrbuch der Schopenhauer-Gesellschaft25, 1938:
pp. 268-269.
188

Ibid. Zimmer was focused on Schlegel's Latin translation which included the earliest critical text
edition and appeared only in 1823: he did not take into account Majer's translations from Wilkins.
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proof, that relevant notes in the Manuscript Remains have an element of ambiguity,
and that at present it does not seem possible to disentangle possible influences of
the Bhagavadgltii, Klaproth, Majer, Polier, and the Oupnek'hat, conclusions can
of course not be categorical. We can, however, state that Schopenhauer's initial
encounter with Indian thought did not, as almost universally held in previous
research, happen with the Oupnek'hat but rather with Majer's translation of the
Bhagavadgltii. We can further assert that Majer's text addressed a number of
themes which already were - or soon became - crucially important for the gene
sis of Schopenhauer's metaphysics of will.
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Schopenhauer als Eudaimonologe

von Heinz Gerd Ingenkamp (Bonn)

1. Metaphysischer und eudaimonologischer Standpunkt

In der Einleitung zu den "Aphorismen zur Lebensweisheit" bannt Schopenhauer
das sich anschlieliende Werk aus dem Bereich seiner "eigentlichen" Philosophie
und weist es dem Standpunkt des "Irrthums" zu. Seine "eigentliche" Philosophie
stehe, wie er am selben Ort auch weniger diskriminierend sagen kann, auf einem
"hoheren, metaphysisch-ethischen", was folgt, bleibe auf dem "gewohnlichen,
empirischen Standpunkte".' Fur die sich anschlieiienden Darlegungen verwendet
er selbst den Terminus "Eudamonologie" und verbindet sie auf diese Weise mit
den nach eudaimonia suchenden hellenistischen Philosophien; eudaimonia be
zeichnet dort diejenige Verfassung des Menschen, in welcher es urn diesen "wohl
bestellt" ist.' Als Vorlaufer gibt er zwei Texte an, die angcsichts derjenigen Pa
rallele, die er auslalit, eher erstaunen. Es handelt sichum ein Opus mit dem sehr
speziellen, Plutarch entlehnten Titel De utilitate ex adversis capienda des Hiero
nymus Cardanus, eines italienischen Philosophen und Mathematikers der Re
naissance, und ein paar Zeilen aus dem 5. Kapitel des 1. Buches der Aristoteli
schen Rhetorik. Epikur, bzw. das wenige, das wir von ihm haben, nennt er hier
nicht.

3

Vgl. auch das Kapitel "Das Dasein Gottes, als ein Postulat der reinen praktischen Vernunft" in
Kants Kritik der praktischen Vernunft, S. 223ff. Zur epikureischen Eudaimonie, also zur Lcbcnswcis
heit in Schopenhauers Sinn, siehe dort S. 228, wo es heifit, die Epikureer hatren "ein ganz falsches
Prinzip der Sitten zum obersten angenom men [... ]; aber darin verfuhren sie doch konsequent genug,
daf sie ihr hochstes Gut eben so, narnlich der Niedrigkeit ihres Grundsatzes proportionierlich,
abwiirdigten, und keine groBere Gluckseligkeit erwarteten, als die sich durch menschliche Klugheit
(wozu auch Enthaltsamkeit und MaBigung der Neigungen gehort) erwerben laRt, die, wie man weill,
kurnmerlich genug, und nach Umstanden sehr vcrschiedenrlich, ausfallen mull".
2

Man kann zum Beispiel von weitcm sehen, ob eine Stadt, zu der man reist, "eudaimon" ist, etwa an
ihrer Anlage, an der GroRe der Hauser, den Tempeln usw. Solche Stadte sind meistens auch "groW',
Auf den Menschen bezogen, konnen sieh, je nach dem Menschenbild des Sprechers, die sogenannten
"inneren" Vorzuge in den Vordergrund driingen und die "aul\eren" vernachlassigt werden.
3

Das dritte Kapitel beginnt mit einem Lob fur Epikurs Dreiteilung der Gurer: Epikur heiBt hier "der
grolie Glucksaligkeitslehrer" (P I 367). Sonst halt Schopenhauer sich unter den antiken Quellen an
Aristoteles. P I 431 zitiert er eine, wie er selbst sagt, beilaufig gemachte Bemerkung des Aristoteles,
wo er dieselbe These als Epikurs Hauptlehre von der katastematischen (zustandshaften) Lust (vgl.
Kyriai Doxai [Hauptlehrsatze] Nr. 3, 18, 26, 29f.) hatte ausgeben konnen. Schopenhauer schliefit
sieh in den "Aphorismen" also nicht direkt und bewuRt an Epikur an. Vgl. zur Vernachlassigung
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